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Chapter 1 Introduction

In this work I propose a complete theory for the computation of the electronic
transition properties based on the coupled cluster model. The theory is presented
with the use of dipole, quadrupole, and spin-orbit operators, though in general
this theory is suitable for any one-electron operator. Singlet-singlet, triplet-triplet,
and spin-forbidden singlet-triplet transitions are presented in the coupled cluster
theory restricted to single and double excitations (CCSD) and single, double, and
linear triple excitations (CC3). All the theory presented here is programmed in a
standalone Fortran code that allows for an easy extension for the computation of
other properties. The results are obtained with the use of both Gaussian and Slater
basis sets.

1.1 Molecular properties
Physical properties of atoms and molecules are intrinsic features of matter. They
describe its basic attributes like mass, electric charge, atomic radius, as well as
more complex ones, like ionization energy, electron affinity, multipole moments,
polarizabilities, intermolecular forces, or transition properties.

The experimental approach involves application of an external electromagnetic
field on a molecule and measurement of the response of the system–scattering or
absorption. As a result, one gets a deep insight into the electronic structure, time-
dependent phenomena, and processes undergoing in the studied system, provided
that the results are properly understood.

The development of quantum physics allowed to understand why many physical
phenomena occur and how to model them. The support of computational methods is
especially important in spectroscopy, where the experimental measurements can lead
to rich and difficult to interpret results. Indeed, the theoretical assistance proved
to be of a great help in the rotational, vibrational, ultraviolet–visible, magnetic–
resonance, and other spectroscopies.

To this day numerous ab initio methods for modeling of the electronic struc-
ture were developed. The most widely used, configuration interaction (CI), Møller–
Plesset perturbation theory (MP) also known as the many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT), coupled cluster (CC), and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

are used to describe the energetics, structure, and properties of many electron sys-
tems. Researchers can access them through the computational packages like Mol-
pro,1 Dalton,2 NWChem, Gamess, kołos, etc.

The starting point of most ab initio methods for the property computation in
quantum chemistry is the response theory. This is the case since many physical
observables can be derived from the response functions. Since the early works of
Zubarev3 in the field of statistical physics, the response theory has proved itself as
one of the most important tools for the calculation of the molecular properties.4–6

Considering the system described by the time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t)

H(t) = H0 + V (t), (1.1)

where H0 is an unperturbed Hamiltonian and V (t) is the time-dependent pertur-
bation, one can expand the time-dependent expectation value of an observable X
in terms of the perturbation V (t). The response functions are then defined as the
coefficients in this expansion: linear, quadratic, cubic, and higher order response
functions.

The most studied is the linear response function, as it describes properties like
frequency-dependent polarizability, Van der Waals coefficients, or transition mo-
ments from the ground to the excited states. Among many valuable computational
schemes for the linear response function it is worthwhile to mention: time-dependent
Hartree-Fock method7 equivalent to the random phase approximation (RPA),8 mul-
ticonfigurational Hartree-Fock approach9 or MP methods.10,11 The coupled cluster
approach was initiated by Monkhorst in 1977,12,13 and later extended by Bartlett,14

Paldus,15 and Koch and Jørgensen.16 This approach is referred to as time-dependent
coupled cluster approach (TD-CC). In 2005 Moszynski et al.17 proposed a novel cou-
pled cluster approach for the computation of the linear response function. This work
became the basis for the further developments: the derivation of transition moments
from the ground state, done by Tucholska et al.18 and quadratic response function
and transition moments between the excited states.19 This theory and its extension
to the spin-orbit coupling matrix elements is the main subject of the present thesis.

1.2 Coupled cluster theory

The coupled cluster theory (CC)20,21 is the gold standard among the quantum chem-
ical wave function based methods for the description of the electronic structure of
small and medium-sized systems. The hierarchy of approximations in the CC theory
provides an effective description of the electron correlation while retaining the size
consistency.22

CC theory has its origins in the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT).23,24

It inherits the advantages of the MBPT theory, e.g., size extensivity and the com-
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putational cost lower than the configuration interaction methods, but does not rely
on the assumption that the perturbation introduced by the electron correlation is
small and does not suffer from poor convergence.

The coupled cluster Ansatz
Ψ = eTΦ, (1.2)

where Φ is a reference determinantal function and T is is the coupled cluster exci-
tation operator, was popularized in quantum chemistry by Č̌ižek.20 Subsequently,
numerous applications of the method were reported25 and general purpose pro-
grams26,27 began to appear. To this day, the CC theory remains one of the most
reliable ab initio methods. It is routinely used for the computation of correlated
ground-state energies,28 molecular properties,29–31 excited-state properties,32 and
analytical gradients.33 It is applied with a great success to atoms, molecules, poly-
mers,34,35 solids, and even nuclei.36,37

Most importantly, the CC theory is an invaluable tool in the computations requir-
ing spectroscopic precision such as studies of atoms and molecules in the ultracold
regime (< 1 mK). Until recently, properties of the excited electronic states were
not easily available in high-resolution experiments, but with the advances of new
spectroscopic techniques in the hot pipe38–42 and ultracold experiments,43–47 more
and more accurate experimental data become available and possibly need theoreti-
cal interpretation. Theoretical information about the transition moments between
the excited states is also necessary to propose new routes to obtain molecules in
the ground rovibrational state (see, e.g., Ref. 48). Last but not least, excited states
properties define the asymptotics of the excited state interaction potentials,49 and
play an unexpectedly important role in the dynamics of nuclear motions in the
presence of external fields.50

1.3 Spin-orbit interaction
Spin-induced radiative dipole transitions play a crucial for determining atomic and
molecular lifetimes, especially for heavy atoms, where the spin-orbit interaction is
very strong.51 It is responsible for two important effects. First one, known as the
fine structure splitting, lifts the degeneracies in the multiplet levels. With the in-
crease of the nuclear charge the energy separation between multiplet levels grows,
and for heavy atoms becomes comparable to the energy separation between different
electronic states. The second impact on the electronic structure is the mixing of the
states with different multiplicities causing radiative (phosphorescence) and nonra-
diative (intersystem crossing) decays. For light atoms the radiative spin-forbidden
transitions are usually negligible compared to the E1 transitions, but with the in-
crease of the atomic number, the contributions of the spin-forbidden transitions
become crucial for the lifetimes computations.
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The simultaneous accurate description of the spin-orbit effect and the electron
correlation is challenging because the SO interaction is dominated by single exci-
tations, and these are less important for the correlation energy. The use of the
CC3 approximation allows us to overcome this problem, as the single excitation are
treated in a special way in this model.

The Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian is a multiparticle, four-component oper-
ator, not suited for fast and effective chemical applications. The common practice is
to approximate HDCB by two-component operators with spin-dependent and spin-
free (scalar relativistic) parts separated. This can be done on various levels, full one-
and two-electron Hamiltonians, valence-only Hamiltonians or effective one-electron
Hamiltonians.

In the first group, the most popular is the Breit-Pauli spin-orbit Hamiltonian.
It was first derived by Pauli in 1927,52 who considered a molecule in an external
electromagnetic field. This BP Hamiltonian can only be used in a perturbation
approach as it is unbounded from below and can lead to a variational collapse.51

Although in this work we are focused on the perturbative inclusion of the spin-
orbit operator, we are not using the BP Hamiltonian as it requires computation of
two-electron spin-orbit integrals, which are complex, have almost no permutational
symmetry, and thus cannot effectively be used for heavy element computations.53,54

Alternatively one can further approximate HDCB, by reducing the number of
electrons used in the computations. These are called frozen-core approximations,
not considered in the present work.

The third group consists of the mean-field spin-orbit coupling operators, em-
pirical one-electron operators, and spin-orbit coupling operators for effective core
potential (SO ECP). The last approximation was first introduced by Pitzer55 and
Schwartz,56 and is used in this work in a Pitzer and Winter formulation.57 The
effective Hamiltonian is given by

HSO(r) =
Nel∑
K

∑
l=1

Plξl(rk)~l · ~sPl (1.3)

where ξl(r) is a radial potential and Pl = ∑
ml
|l,ml〉 〈l,ml| is the projection operator

onto one electron functions with angular momentum l with respect to the given
pseudopotential center.

1.4 Motivation and objectives of the thesis

In high resolution spectroscopy, the interpretation of the experimental spectra re-
quires theory that effectively includes both the relativistic effects and electron cor-
relation at a high level. Relativistic effects, especially the spin-orbit interaction
(SO), are responsible for the fine structure splitting, existence of intercombination
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transitions, and phosphorescence. They also affect the shape of the potential energy
surfaces of systems containing heavy atoms.

Thanks to the accuracy and universality of the coupled cluster methods, CC
is a desired choice for spectroscopic applications. To this day, there is no univer-
sal ab initio method that can routinely be applied in a black box manner for the
computation of the transition matrix elements.

Currently, there exists two coupled cluster approaches combined with the re-
sponse theory. First one, developed in 1990’s by Koch et al.16,29,58,59 is formulated
using the time-averaged quasi-energy Lagrangian technique. Within this approach,
the authors proposed expressions for the linear, quadratic, and cubic response func-
tions,59 transition moments,60 spin-orbit coupling matrix elements,61,62 and many
other properties,63 at the CC2 level,64,65 CCSD level,58 CC3 level66,67 and other
approximations.

The second one of Jeziorski and Moszyński68 was proposed in 1993, and started
out with an expression for the explicitly connected commutator expression for the
expectation value of an observable. Later it was extended by Moszynski et al.17 to
the computation of the polarization propagator. Subsequently, numerous works on
the implementation and properties computation appeared.30,31,69–73 Recently, this
theory was applied to the computation of the transition moments for the ground
to excited states18 (Paper I), excited to excited states19 (Paper II), and spin-orbit
coupling matrix elements. CCSD and CC3 approximations were used.

The coupled cluster method based on the response theory of Koch et al.16,29,58,59

has some drawbacks which need a brief discussion. It requires the solution of iterative
equations for the coupled cluster amplitudes as well as for the Lagrange multipliers.
It requires computation of both left and right eigenvectors of the CC Jacobian
matrix in order to acquire excited states. And most importantly, in some cases it
gives nonphysical results for the transition moments and matrix elements between
the excited states due to the broken Hermitian symmetry.17,18,30

Although these authors try to overcome the broken-symmetry problem and pro-
pose the symmetrization60,74 of the transition strength matrix, it does not work in
all of the cases. An analysis of the problematic transitions in various systems was
performed by us and can be found in Tucholska et al.19 and in section 3.5.

In 2002 the authors of the CC response theory proposed an approach61 for the
computation of the radiative dipole transition induced by the spin-orbit coupling.
They propose the use of the approximate BP Hamiltonian, and present some numer-
ical values for light molecules. Recently the theory was added to Dalton program,2

but only in the CCSD approximation. However, this theory cannot be used for
heavier atoms, since the computation would be too demanding. Also, the triplet-
triplet transitions are not implemented, so the theory does not allow for the lifetime
computations in most cases.
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Alternatively, one can derive the expressions required for the computation of the
CC molecular properties, starting directly from the expectation value,75 polariza-
tion propagator17 or quadratic response function19(Paper II). This approach will be
denoted throughout this work as XCC (eXpectation value Coupled Cluster). As will
become clear later, the XCC theory is much simpler and straightforward, and does
not need to use complicated time-dependent formulations.

The XCC method68 has been employed to compute numerous electronic prop-
erties: electrostatic75 and exchange76 contributions to the interaction energies of
closed-shell systems, first-order molecular properties,31 frequency-dependent den-
sity susceptibilities employed in coupled cluster approach to the symmetry-adapted
perturbation theory,69 static and dynamic dipole polarizabilities,30 transition prop-
erties between the excited states developed by the us in Refs. 19 and 18 (Paper I,
Paper II), and the spin-orbit coupling matrix elements, Ref. 77.

While in many cases the XCCmethod gives similar results to the TD-CC method,
we show later in the text that for some transitions the TD-CC method fails dramat-
ically. The different sign of the left and right transition moments results in negative
transition strengths and thus lifetimes, which is obviously an unphysical result. On
the contrary, the method developed by us is free from this deficiency of TD-CC, and
correctly gives nearly equal left and right transition moments.

1.5 Plan of the thesis
This work is composed as follows. First we summarize the basic concepts of the
coupled cluster theory for the ground and excited states, and properties compu-
tations that are crucial for the understanding how XCC transition properties are
computed. Next, we present the derivation of the main XCC equations, show under
which conditions the expressions for the transition moments derived in this work are
Hermitian and size-intensive. In this chapter we also show how to incorporate the
spin-orbit interaction into our working expressions. Next, we describe some techni-
cal details including the code for generating automatic, parallel orbital expressions
for many complicated CC formulas used in this work. Finally, we show the numer-
ical results for a selected set of atoms and molecules and compare them with the
existing approaches and available measurements.



Chapter 2 Basic theory

2.1 Representation of the singly, doubly
and triply excited manifold

The excited manifold is generally defined by acting with the excitation operator

µn = EaiEbj . . . Efm︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

(2.1)

on the reference determinant Φ

|µnΦ〉 ≡ |µn〉 . (2.2)

The operators Epq are called generators of the unitary group,78,79 defined by the
creation and annihilation operators a† and a

Epq = a†pαaqα + a†pβaqβ, (2.3)

where α and β denote the spin up and spin down functions, respectively, and satisfy
the following commutation relation

[Epq, Ers] = Epsδrq − Erqδps. (2.4)

Throughout this work we use the following convention: indices i, j, . . . are reserved
for the occupied orbitals, indices a, b, . . . denote virtual orbitals, and p, q, . . . are used
for general indices. In the particular cases of single, double, and triple excitations,
the excitation manifold would be denoted as

|µ1〉 ≡ |ai 〉 , (2.5)
|µ2〉 ≡ |abij 〉 ,
|µ3〉 ≡ |abcijk〉 ,

respectively. In our work, the ket vectors

|ai 〉 , |abij 〉 , |abcijk〉 (2.6)

7
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form a biorthonormal basis80 with the adjoints

〈̃ai | =
1
2 〈

a
i | (2.7)

〈̃abij | =
1

1 + δai,bj

(1
3 〈

ab
ij |+

1
6 〈

ab
ji |
)

for ai ≥ bj

The linearly independent biorthogonal singlet basis for the triple excitations is de-
scribed in Table 2.1. Note that a > b > c and i > j > k. Also in any arrangement
of indices, the following relations must hold for both the bra and the ket vectors

for 〈abcijk | and |abcijk〉 ai ≥ bj ≥ ck (2.8)
for 〈abcjki| and |abcjki〉 aj ≥ bk ≥ ci

etc. . . .

In our implementation we distinguish four cases:

1. all indices are different (a 6= b 6= c and i 6= j 6= k)

2. a single equality among the occupied indices (either i = j or j = k or i = k)

3. a single equality among the virtual indices (and an additional constraint on
the occupied indices)

4. a single equality among the virtual indices together with a single equality
among the occupied indices (and an additional constraint on the occupied
indices),

The triplet basis set is spanned by the singlet and triplet excitation operators
Epq and Tpq, where the following relations are satisfied

Tpq = a†pαaqα − a
†
pβaqβ (2.9)

[Tmn, Tpq] = Emqδpn − Epnδmq
[Tmn, Epq] = Tmqδpn − Tpnδmq

〈Φ|TiaEbj|Φ〉 = 0 (2.10)
〈Φ|EiaTbj|Φ〉 = 0
〈Φ|TiaTbj|Φ〉 = 2δaiδbj
〈Φ|EiaEbj|Φ〉 = 2δaiδbj.

The triplet basis is given by:

|(3)µ1〉 = |(3)a
i 〉 = Tai |Φ〉 (2.11)

|µ2+〉 = |(+)ab
ij 〉 = (TaiEbj + TbjEai) |Φ〉 for a > cb and i > j
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Table 2.1: Singlet adjoints of the basis for the triple excitations.

case 1 a 6= b 6= c and i 6= j 6= k

〈ãbcikj | = 1
4〈
abc
ikj |+ 1

12〈
abc
jik |+ 1

6〈
abc
jki|+ 1

6〈
abc
kij |+ 1

12〈
abc
kji|

〈ãbcjik | = 1
12〈

abc
ikj |+ 1

4〈
abc
jik |+ 1

6〈
abc
jki|+ 1

6〈
abc
kij |+ 1

12〈
abc
kji|

〈ãbcjki| = 1
6〈
abc
ikj |+ 1

6〈
abc
jik |+ 1

3〈
abc
jki|+ 1

6〈
abc
kij |+ 1

6〈
abc
kji|

〈ãbckij | = 1
6〈
abc
ikj |+ 1

6〈
abc
jik |+ 1

6〈
abc
jki|+ 1

3〈
abc
kij |+ 1

6〈
abc
kji|

〈ãbckji| = 1
12〈

abc
ikj |+ 1

12〈
abc
jik |+ 1

6〈
abc
jki|+ 1

6〈
abc
kij |+ 1

4〈
abc
kji|

case 2 a 6= b 6= c and i > k

〈ãbciki | = 1
3〈
abc
iki |+ 1

6〈
abc
kii | 〈ãbckii | = 1

6〈
abc
iki |+ 1

3〈
abc
kii |

case 3 a 6= b 6= c and i > j > k

〈ãacikj | = 1
3〈
aac
ikj |+ 1

6〈
aac
jki | 〈ãacjki | = 1

6〈
aac
ikj |+ 1

3〈
aac
jki |

〈ãbbjik | = 1
3〈
abb
jik |+ 1

6〈
abb
kij | 〈ãbbkij | = 1

6〈
abb
jik |+ 1

3〈
abb
kij |

case 4 a 6= b 6= c and i > j > k

〈ãaciki | = 1
2〈
aac
iki | 〈ãacijj | = 1

2〈
aac
ijj | 〈ãbbjij | = 1

2〈
abb
jij | 〈ãbbiij | = 1

2〈
abb
iij |

|µ2−〉 = |(−)ab
ij 〉 = (TaiEbj − TbjEai) |Φ〉 for ab > ij

|(3)µ3〉 = |(3)abc
ijk〉 = Eai(TbjEck + TckEbj) |Φ〉 for b > c and j > k

The adjoints of kets: 〈(3)a
i |, 〈(+)ab

ij | and 〈(−)ab
ij | form an orthogonal basis. For the triple

excitations, we took the linear combination of adjoints to achieve the orthogonality:

〈(3)ãbc
ijk | =

1
8
(
9 〈(3)abc

ijk |+ 〈(3)abc
kji|+ 〈(3)abc

jik | (2.12)

+ 〈(3)bac
ijk | − 〈(3)bac

kji| − 〈(3)bac
jik |

+ 〈(3)cba
ijk | − 〈(3)cba

kji| − 〈(3)cba
jik |
)

From now on, will denote µ̃ ≡ µ for clarity and it is understood that the biorthogonal
basis is used throughout the work.

2.2 Coupled cluster theory
for the ground state

In the coupled cluster theory, the unnormalized wave function is represented by the
Ansatz

Ψ = eTΦ, (2.13)
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where the cluster operator T for an N electron system is the sum of single, double,
and higher excitations, T = T1 + T2 + · · ·+ TN , and Φ is the reference Hartree-Fock
determinant. The n-particle cluster operator Tn can be expressed as

T =
∑
n

1
n!
∑
µn

tµnµn. (2.14)

The ground state energy is found by inserting Eq. (2.13) into the time-independent
Shrödinger equation, multiplying from left by e−T and projecting on the reference
determinant. Subsequently, the amplitudes are obtained by projecting the same
equation on the excited determinants:

〈Φ|e−THeT |Φ〉 = E, (2.15)
〈ν1|e−THeT |Φ〉 = 0,
〈ν2|e−THeT |Φ〉 = 0,
. . .

〈νN |e−THeT |Φ〉 = 0.

In the case of the CCSD approximation, the operator T is truncated after double
excitations. This leads to the CCSD energy correct through the third order of
MBPT. The computation of the ground-state energy and amplitudes scales as N6

where N is the size of the system, and thus can widely be used for accurate electronic
structure computations. In some cases though, the lack of higher excitations can
lead to serious problems.

The perfect solution would be to use a natural extension to CCSD, namely
the CCSDT model.81–83 The more accurate results as well as a better recovery of
the static correlation comes with a cost of N8, so the applicability of the CCSDT
approach is very limited.

Various approaches for an approximate inclusion of the triple excitations are
available in the literature, including CCSDT-1a,84 CCSDT-1b,85 CCSD(T),86 and
CC3.66 In the CCSDT-1a and CCSDT-1b methods, only some terms that scale
up as N7 are selected from full equations for the triple excitations. Additionally,
in CCSDT-1a single excitations are neglected in the connected contribution of the
triple excitations to the equation for the double excitations. In the CCSD(T)86

model, one does not solve the equation for T3 and triple excitations are only in-
cluded in the energy expression as the fourth and fifth order perturbation energy
contributions. The CCSD(T) method is considered as the best method for molecu-
lar problems near equilibrium,87 while CCSDT-1 works better for the description of
the bond breaking. Still, there are fundamental problems with these methods. In
CCSD(T) only one fifth order contribution to the energy is considered with no clear
justification.66,88 But more importantly, the CCSD(T) method cannot be used for
the response properties computation due to the fact that it is a two-step procedure.
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First, one computes the CCSD energy and amplitudes, and the energy correction
for the triple excitations is added afterwards, making it impossible to construct a
consistent scheme for the transition properties computation. In CCSDT-1, equation
for T3 needs to be iterated, enforcing the storage of the amplitudes t3.

In the CC366 method, the amplitudes t1 and t2 are iterated until convergence as
in CCSDT model,

〈µ1|e−T2ĤeT2|Φ〉+ 〈µ1|[H,T3]|Φ〉 = 0 (2.16)
〈µ2|e−T2ĤeT2|Φ〉+ 〈µ2|[Ĥ, T3]|Φ〉 = 0.

where Ĥ is a t1 transformed Hamiltonian Ĥ = e−T1HeT1 .80 The amplitudes t3 are
computed from a modified full CCSDT equation, by taking only terms that en-
sure that triple excitations are correct through the second-order of the perturbation
theory

〈µ3|[F, T3]|Φ〉+ 〈µ2|[W,T2]|Φ〉 = 0. (2.17)

Here W is the fluctuation potential, W = H − F , F is the Fock operator F =∑
p εpEpp, and εp are the orbital energies. The computational cost of the amplitudes

t3 is N7, and t3 can explicitly be computed from T1 and T2, without iterating

t3 = −〈µ2|[W,T2]|Φ〉
εµ3

. (2.18)

2.3 Coupled cluster equations for the excited
singlet and triplet states

Equation-of-motion coupled cluster theory (EOM-CC)89 is used for the description
of excited electronic states and their properties. Energies of the excited states are
found by the diagonalization of the similarity transformed Hamiltonian e−THeT .
The eigenproblem is not symmetric and solutions of the left and right eigenproblems

ARi = ERi (2.19)
LjA = ELj

form a biorthogonal set
LiRj = δij. (2.20)

The excited state is defined by a linear excitation operatorR = R0+R1+R2+. . .+RN

acting on the ground state, which in our case is the CC ground state |Ψ〉, Eq. (2.13),

|ΨN〉 = RN |Ψ〉 , (2.21)

and where
RN =

∑
n=0

1
n!
∑
µn

rµn,Nµn (2.22)
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In the XCC theory the excited states are obtained from the coupled cluster
Jacobian14,16,80

Aµν = d 〈µ|e−THeT |Φ〉
dν

= 〈µ|e−T [H, ν]eT |Φ〉 (2.23)

Due to the non-symmetric character of the Jacobian matrix, diagonalization of A
leads to the set of biorthogonal left lM and right rK eigenvectors

〈lM |rK〉 = δMK . (2.24)

The CC3 Jacobian in Eq. (2.23) is expressed in the molecular orbital basis as

ACC3 =


〈µ1|[Ĥ + [Ĥ, T2], ν1]|Φ〉 〈µ1|[Ĥ, ν2]|Φ〉 〈µ1|[H, ν3]|Φ〉

〈µ2|[Ĥ + [Ĥ, T2 + T3], ν1]|Φ〉 〈µ2|[Ĥ + [Ĥ, T2], ν2]|Φ〉 〈µ2|[Ĥ, ν3]|Φ〉

〈µ3|[[Ĥ, T2], ν1]|Φ〉 〈µ3|[Ĥ, ν2]|Φ〉 〈µ3|[F, ν3]|Φ〉

 .
(2.25)

The solution of the eigenproblem AR = ωR where R = (R1, R2, R3) is

R1 =
∑
ai

raiEai (2.26)

R2 = 1
2
∑
abij

rabij EaiEbj

R3 = 1
6
∑
abcijk

rabcijkEaiEbjEck

The triplet Jacobian in the CC3 theory is given by the following matrix
〈(3)µ1|Ĥ(1)

1 |Φ〉 〈(3)µ1|Ĥ(1)
2+ |Φ〉 〈(3)µ1|Ĥ(1)

2− |Φ〉 〈(3)µ1|[H, ν3]|Φ〉
〈µ2+ |Ĥ(1)

1 + Ĥ
(2)
1 |Φ〉 〈µ2+ |Ĥ(1)

2+ + Ĥ
(2)
2+ |Φ〉 〈µ2+ |Ĥ(1)

2− + Ĥ
(2)
2− |Φ〉 〈µ2+ |[Ĥ, ν3]|Φ〉

〈µ2− |Ĥ
(1)
1 + Ĥ

(2)
1 |Φ〉 〈µ2− |Ĥ

(1)
2− + Ĥ

(2)
2+ |Φ〉 〈µ2− |Ĥ

(1)
2− + Ĥ

(2)
2− |Φ〉 〈µ2− |[Ĥ, ν3]|Φ〉

〈(3)µ3|Ĥ(2)
3 |Φ〉 〈(3)µ3|[Ĥ, ν2+ ]|Φ〉 〈(3)µ3|[Ĥ, ν2− ]|Φ〉 〈(3)µ3|[F, ν3]|Φ〉

 ,

(2.27)

where

Ĥ
(1)
1 = [Ĥ + [Ĥ, T2], ν1] (2.28)

Ĥ
(2)
1 = [[Ĥ, T3], ν1] (2.29)

Ĥ
(1)
2± = [Ĥ, ν2±] (2.30)

Ĥ
(2)
2± = [[Ĥ, T2], ν2±] (2.31)

Ĥ
(3)
2± = [[Ĥ, T2], ν1]. (2.32)

The eigenvectors of the triplet Jacobian are

(3)R1 =
(3)∑
ai

rai Tai (2.33)

(+)R2 = 1
2

(+)∑
a>b,i>j

rabij (TaiEbj + TbjEai)
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(−)R2 = 1
2

(−)∑
ai>bj

rabij (TaiEbj − TbjEai)

(3)R3 =
∑
ai

(3)∑
b>c
j>k

rabcijkEai(TbjEck + TckEbj) (2.34)

Alternatively, the CC Jacobian can be expressed in the basis of left lN and right rM
eigenvectors that are later directly related to the excited states

ANM = 〈lN |[e−THeT , rM ]|Φ〉 . (2.35)

The transformation between the two bases is given by

µn =
∑
N

L?µnNrN . (2.36)

2.4 Ground-state expectation values

The XCC theory was first proposed in 1993 by Jeziorski and Moszynski68 as a
method for the computation of the expectation value of an observable with the
coupled cluster theory. In order to formulate an explicitly connected expansion for
the expectation value, the authors proposed to reformulate the basic expression for
the coupled cluster expectation value with the use of auxiliary cluster operator S
defined as:

eSΦ = eT
†
eT

〈eT |eT 〉
Φ, S = S1 + S2 + S3 + . . .+ SN , (2.37)

where φ is a reference state. We introduce the notation |eTΦ〉 ≡ |eT 〉. Each Sn is
the solution of the following set of linear equations

Sn = Tn −
1
n
P̂n

(∑
k=1

1
k! [T̃

†, T ]k
)

(2.38)

− 1
n
P̂n

(∑
k=1

∑
m=0

1
k!

1
m! [[S̃, T

†]k, T ]m
)
,

T̃ =
N∑
n=1

nTn, S̃ =
N∑
n=1

nSn, (2.39)

and [A,B]k is a k-tuply nested commutator. The superoperator P̂n(X) yields the
n-tuple excitation part of X

P̂n(X) = 1
n!
∑
µn

〈µn|X|Φ〉µn. (2.40)

The expansion given by Eq. (2.38) is finite but it contains terms of high order in
the fluctuation potential. Moreover, finding Sn requires an iterative procedure. It
was shown in Ref. 68 that equation for each Sn can efficiently be approximated by
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expanding S as a power series in the operator T . The hierarchy of approximations
is described in details in section 3.7.

In the XCC theory the expectation value of an observable is computed with the
normalized ground state wave function in the CC parametrization

|Ψ0〉 = |eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

1
2
, (2.41)

and thus, the explicitly connected commutator expansion for the time-independent
average value of an observable X is68

〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉 = 〈e
T |X|eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

= 〈eS†e−TXeT e−S†〉 . (2.42)

This result is used in the derivation of the expression for the quadratic response
function. Note parenthetically that Ψ of Eq. (2.13) defines the unnormalized CC
wave function in contrast to the normalized wave function Ψ0 of Eq. (2.41).

2.5 Response theory
The response theory describes the response of a molecule to an external perturbation.
We consider the system described by a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t)

H(t) = H0 + V (t) (2.43)

where H0 is time-independent Hamiltonian and V (t) is a general time-dependent
perturbation that is the sum of the products of the perturbation operators Y and
perturbation strength parameters εY (ωY ), at a frequency ωY

V (t) =
∑
Y

εY (ωY )Y e−iωY t. (2.44)

The perturbation strength parameter satisfies the relation:

εY (ωY ) = εY (−ωY )?. (2.45)

The time-dependent wave function Ψ(t) is the solution of the time-dependent Schrö-
dinger equation

1
i

∂

∂t
Ψ = H(t)Ψ (2.46)

In the perturbative regime, the response functions are defined as the coefficients in
the expansion of the time-dependent expectation value 〈Ψ(t)|X|Ψ(t)〉 in orders of
the perturbation V (t)

〈Ψ(t)|X|Ψ(t)〉 = 〈Ψ|X|Ψ〉+
∑
k1

e−iωk1 t
∑
Y

〈〈X;Y 〉〉ωk1
εY (ωk1)
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+ 1
2
∑
k1,k2

e−i(ωk1 +ωk2 )t∑
Y,Z

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωk1 ,ωk2
εY (ωk1)εZ(ωk2) . . . (2.47)

They are called, respectively, time-independent expectation value 〈Ψ|X|Ψ〉, linear
response function 〈〈X;Y 〉〉ωk1

, quadratic response function 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωk1 ,ωk2
etc.,

and describe the n-th order response of an observable to the perturbation V (t).
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Chapter 3 XCC transition
properties

3.1 General notes

The theory formulated in this thesis is based on the work of Moszynski et al.17

The authors of Ref. 17 derived the expression for the linear response function (also
known as the polarization propagator) in a time-independent approach, in contrast
to the well-established time-dependent coupled cluster response theory.16,29,58,59 The
main advantage of the XCC formulation is that the linear response function is size-
consistent as well as Hermitian.

Moszynski et al.17 noticed that in the time-independent formulation the linear
response function is given by

〈〈X;Y 〉〉ω = −〈Ψ0|X|Ψ(1)(ωY )〉 − 〈Ψ(1)(ωX)|Y |Ψ0〉 (3.1)

where the first-order perturbed wave function is defined by using the reduced resol-
vent

Ψ(1)(ω) = RωY |Ψ0〉 (3.2)

Rω =
∑
N>0

|N〉〈N |
ωN + ω

ωN = EN − E0. (3.3)

Eq. (3.1) is the starting point for the derivation of the CC expression for the polar-
ization propagator. In the further steps, the authors of Ref. 17 introduced the CC
parametrization of Ψ(1)(ω) by the use of the excitation operator ΩX(ω). The last
one is found from the linear response equation,17,30 see section 3.3. After numerous
algebraic manipulations represented the expression for the polarization propagator
as follows

〈〈X;Y 〉〉ω = 〈e−SeT †Y e−T †eS|P̂
(
eS
†ΩX(ω)e−S†

)
〉+ g.c.c. (3.4)

The generalized complex conjugation (g.c.c.) is obtained by computing the first term
for (−ω?) and by taking the complex conjugate. The scheme for approximating the
operator S, and the polarization propagator itself, was also presented in this work.17

17
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While the works of Moszyński et al.17 and Jeziorski and Moszyński68 included
only theoretical results, the XCC formalism for the ground-state properties was later
implemented by Korona et al.30,31,69 and made available in a highly-optimized form in
the Molpro software package.1 Several works containing an extensive analysis of the
XCC method combined with the CCSD and CCSD(T) approaches were published.

The extension of the XCC method to compute transition matrix elements be-
tween the ground and excited states was proposed by Tucholska et al. in Ref. 18
(Paper I). In 2017, Tucholska et al.19 (Paper II) further extended the method to
compute transition matrix elements for which both bra and ket states are excited
states. These two works present a complete theory for the computation of XCC
transition moments at the CCSD and CC3 levels of theory. The matrix elements for
the singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transitions are discussed, the implementation
is proposed, and many numerical examples are given.

In this thesis we present a full derivation of the expression for the the transition
moments between excited states, and extend it with the theory for the computation
of the spin-forbidden singlet-triplet transition that covers computation of the spin-
orbit matrix elements, which has not been published yet and is the subject of an
upcoming paper.77

In addition, we present an approach to the computation of the XCC transition
moments between a ground and an excited state which is a better alternative to the
previously published method of Ref. 18.

3.2 Exact quadratic response function and tran-
sition moments

We start from the formal definition of the quadratic response function 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ
which describes the response of an observable X to the perturbations Y and Z act-
ing with the frequencies ωY and ωZ , respectively. The explicit form of this function
written as a sum over states reads59

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ = (3.5)

=
∑
K=1
N=1

〈Ψ0|Y |ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |X|ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |Z|Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωY )(ωN − ωZ)

+ 〈Ψ0|Z|ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |X|ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |Y |Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωZ)(ωN − ωY )

+ 〈Ψ0|X|ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |Y |ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|Y |Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |Z|Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωX)(ωN − ωZ)
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+ 〈Ψ0|Z|ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |Y |ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|Y |Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |X|Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωZ)(ωN − ωX)

+ 〈Ψ0|X|ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |Z|ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|Z|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |Y |Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωX)(ωN − ωY )

+ 〈Ψ0|Y |ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |Z|ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|Z|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |X|Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωY )(ωN − ωX)

= PXY Z
∑
K=1
N=1

〈Ψ0|Y |ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |X|ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |Z|Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωY )(ωN − ωZ) ,

where the operator PXY Z interchanges the indices X, Y and Z. Here, K and N

run over all possible excited states with excitation energies ωK and ωN and Ψ0 is
the ground state. The transition moment TLM between the excited states L and
M , where L 6= M , is computed from the quadratic response function as a double
residue:

lim
ωY→−ωL

(ωL + ωY ) lim
ωZ→ωM

(ωM − ωZ) 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ (3.6)

= lim
ωY→−ωL

(ωL + ωY ) lim
ωZ→ωM

(ωM − ωZ)×

×
(∑
KN

〈Ψ0|Y |ΨK〉 [〈ΨK |X|ΨN〉 − δKN 〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨN |Z|Ψ0〉
(ωK + ωY )(ωN − ωZ)

)
= 〈Ψ0|Y |ΨL〉 [〈ΨL|X|ΨM〉 − δLM 〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉] 〈ΨM |Z|Ψ0〉
= 〈Ψ0|Y |ΨL〉 〈ΨL|X0|ΨM〉 〈ΨM |Z|Ψ0〉 = T Y0LT XLMT ZM0.

where X0 = X−〈Ψ0|X|Ψ0〉. Eq. (3.5) can be treated as a definition of the quadratic
response function. It is easy to see that in order to obtain the the transition moment
T XLM , the quantity from Eq. (3.6) needs to be divided by |T Y0LT ZM0| =

√
|T Y0L|2|TZM0|2.

3.3 XCC approach to the quadratic response
function

To obtain transition moments between the excited states in the XCC theory we used
the XCC formalism to express the quadratic response function, and subsequently
computed the double residue according to Eq. (3.6).

The first step is to reformulate Eq. (3.5) so that the CC parametrization can
easily be introduced. By using the first-order perturbed wave function, we get

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ = PXY Z〈Ψ(1)(ωY )|X0|Ψ(1)(−ωZ)〉. (3.7)

The normalized ground state wave function in the coupled cluster parametrization
is defined through the exponential Ansatz, Eq. (2.41)

|Ψ0〉 = |eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

1
2
, (3.8)
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and the first order perturbed wave function Ψ(1)(ω) in this parametrization is defined
through the linear excitation operator Ω(ω) acting on the ground state

|Ψ(1)(ω)〉 = (Ω0 + Ω(ω))|Ψ0〉. (3.9)

The excitation operator Ω(ω) = Ω1(ω) + Ω2(ω) + . . ., is the sum of singly, doubly,
triply, etc. terms, analogously to T . The n-th cluster operator Ωn(ω) is represented
as

ΩX(ω) =
∑
n

1
n!
∑
µn

OX
µn(ω)µn (3.10)

The scalar term Ω0 ensures the orthogonality of Ψ(1) to Ψ0
17

Ω0 = −〈Ψ0|Ω(ω)Ψ0〉 . (3.11)

The excitation amplitudes of the operator Ω(ω) are solutions of the linear response
equation17,30 〈

µ|[e−THeT ,Ω(ω)] + ωΩ(ω) + e−TXeT
〉

= 0. (3.12)

We express the excitation operator ΩY (ω) in the basis of the right eigenvectors
rN of the CC Jacobian matrix Aµnνm =

〈
µn
∣∣∣[e−THeT , νm]

〉
. The molecular orbital

basis µn written in terms of rN is given by

µn =
∑
N

L?µnNrN (3.13)

and thus

ΩY (ω) =
∑
N

∑
n=1

∑
µn

1
n!L

?
µnNO

Y
µn(ω)rN

=
∑
N

OY
N(ω)rN .

(3.14)

We obtain the amplitudes OY
N(ω) by projecting Eq. (3.12) onto the left eigenvector

of the Jacobian lN :
OY
N(ωY ) = −〈lN |e

−TY eT 〉
ωN + ωY

. (3.15)

Finally, by inserting Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) into Eq. (3.7) we get the formula that is
the starting point for the derivation of the quadratic response function in the XCC
theory.

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ = PXY Z〈(Ω0(ωY ) + Ω(ωY ))Ψ0|X0|(Ω0(ωZ) + Ω(−ωZ))Ψ0〉. (3.16)

In this section we will derive an explicit expression for the XCC quadratic response
function. Let us expand Eq. (3.16), and divide it into four parts A, B, C and D

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉XCCωY ,ωZ
= PXY Z〈(ΩY

0 + ΩY )Ψ0|X0|(ΩZ
0 + ΩZ)Ψ0〉 (3.17)

= PXY Z

(
〈ΩY

0 Ψ0|X0|ΩZ
0 Ψ0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

+ 〈ΩY Ψ0|X0|ΩZ
0 Ψ0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

+ 〈ΩY
0 Ψ0|X0|ΩZΨ0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

+ 〈ΩY Ψ0|X0|ΩZΨ0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

)
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= PXY Z(A+ B + C +D)

The quantities A, B, C and D written with the explicit CC parametrization are
given by the expressions

A = (ΩY
0 )†ΩZ

0
〈eT |X0|eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

= 〈ΩY eT |eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈eT |ΩZeT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈eT |X0|eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

(3.18)

B = (ΩY
0 )† 〈e

T |X0|ΩZeT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

= -〈Ω
Y eT |eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈eT |X0|ΩZeT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

C = ΩZ
0
〈ΩY eT |X0|eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

= -〈e
T |ΩZeT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈ΩY eT |X0|eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

D = 〈ΩY eT |X0|ΩZeT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

where for clarity we denote

ΩV = Ω(ωV ), ΩV
0 = Ω0(ωV ) V ∈ {X, Y }. (3.19)

The following facts are used throughout the derivation

ΩV eT = eTΩV (3.20)
e−S

†Φ = Φ (3.21)
XΦ = 〈X〉Φ + P̂(X)Φ (3.22)
e−T eT = e−SeS = e−T

†
eT
† = e−S

†
eS
† = 1 (3.23)

〈eT |X|eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

= 〈eS†e−TXeT e−S†〉 , (3.24)

where the last equality is the result of the work of Jeziorski and Moszyński.68 Each
of the terms A, B, C and D can further be transformed using the above facts in two
alternative forms that differ only by the sequence of applying Eqs. (3.20)-(3.24). This
procedure is introduced to simplify the discussion of the Hermiticity of the transition
moments in section 3.5. In the following the two mathematically equivalent forms
are denoted as (I) and (II). As a consequence, the XCC quadratic response function
can be formulated as follows

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

= PXY Z(A(I) + B(I) + C(I) +D(I)) = (3.25)
= PXY Z(A(II) + B(II) + C(II) +D(II)) = 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)

ωY ,ωZ

Although it is quite easy to see the equivalence between A(I) and A(II), B(I) and
B(II), etc. (see below), it is not straightforward to see the equivalence between the
final forms of 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)

ωY ,ωZ
and 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)

ωY ,ωZ
. . The derivation of the formulas

(I) and (II) for each of the terms A, B, C and D, follows now:

A(I) = 〈Ω
Y e−T

†
eT
†
eT |eT 〉

〈eT |eT 〉
〈eT †eT |ΩZ〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉 (3.26)
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= 〈ΩY e−T
†
eS|eT 〉 〈eS|ΩZe−S

†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉
= 〈eT †ΩY e−T

†
eS|e−S†〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉
= 〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS|Φ〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉

A(II) = 〈e
TΩY |eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈eT |ΩZe−T
†
eT
†
eT 〉

〈eT |eT 〉
〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉 (3.27)

= 〈Ω
Y |eT †eT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

〈eT e−S†|ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉

= 〈ΩY e−S
†|eS〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉

= 〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉

B(I) = −〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS|Φ〉 〈X0e

T |eTΩZ〉
〈eT |eT 〉

(3.28)

= −〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS|Φ〉 〈e

T †X0e
−T †eT

†
eT |ΩZ〉

〈eT |eT 〉
= −〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS|Φ〉 〈eSe−SeT †X0e

−T †eS|ΩZe−S
†〉

= −〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS|Φ〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS|eS†ΩZe−S
†〉

= −〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS|Φ〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉
− 〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS|Φ〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS|P̂(eS†ΩZe−S
†)〉

B(II) = −〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈X0e
T |e−T †eT †ΩZe−T

†
eT
†
eT 〉

〈eT |eT 〉
= −〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈e−TX0e

T |eSe−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉

= −〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†|e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉

= −〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS〉
− 〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†|P̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS)〉

C(I) = −〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈Ω

Y e−T
†
eT
†
eT |X0e

T 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

(3.29)

= −〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈eT †X0e

−T †eT
†ΩY e−T

†
eS|e−S†〉

= −〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSe−SeT
†ΩY e−T

†
eS|Φ〉

= −〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉

− 〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS)|Φ〉

C(II) = −〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈e

TΩY |X0e
−T †eT

†
eT 〉

〈eT |eT 〉
(3.30)

= −〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈ΩY e−S

†|eT †X0e
−T †eS〉

= −〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈ΩY e−S

†|eSe−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

= −〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈eS†ΩY e−S

†|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

= −〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈(eS†ΩY e−S

†)†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

− 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S

†)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉
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D(I) = 〈Ω
Y eT |X0e

T e−TΩZeT 〉
〈eT |eT 〉

= 〈Ω
Y eT |X0e

TΩZ〉
〈eT |eT 〉

(3.31)

= 〈e
T †X0ΩY e−T

†
eT
†
eT |ΩZ〉

〈eT |eT 〉
= 〈eT †X0e

−T †eT
†ΩY e−T

†
eS|ΩZ〉

= 〈eSe−SeT †X0e
−T †eSe−SeT

†ΩY e−T
†
eS|ΩZ〉

= 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSe−SeT

†ΩY e−T
†
eS|eS†ΩZe−S

†〉
= 〈(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉
+ 〈(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS|P̂(eS†ΩZe−S
†)〉

+ 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)|Φ〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉
+ 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS)|P̂(eS†ΩZe−S

†)〉

D(II) = 〈Ω
Y eT |X0ΩZe−T

†
eT
†
eT 〉

〈eT |eT 〉
= 〈eTΩY |X0ΩZe−T

†
eS〉 (3.32)

= 〈eTΩY |X0e
−T †eSe−SeT

†ΩZe−T
†
eS〉

= 〈ΩY |eSe−SeT †X0e
−T †eSe−SeT

†ΩZe−T
†
eS〉

= 〈eS†ΩY e−S
†|e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSe−SeT
†ΩZe−T

†
eS〉

= 〈(eS†ΩY e−S
†)†〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS〉
+ 〈(eS†ΩY e−S

†)†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS)〉

+ 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S

†)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

+ 〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S
†)|e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS)〉 .

Gathering all the terms together gives

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

= PXY Z(A(I) + B(I) + C(I) +D(I)) (3.33)

= PXY Z

(
〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS|Φ〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉 1

− 〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS|Φ〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†〉 2

− 〈e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS|Φ〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS|P̂(eS†ΩZe−S
†)〉 3

− 〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉 4

− 〈eS†ΩZe−S
†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS)|Φ〉 5

+ 〈(e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS)†〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 6

+ 〈(e−SeT †ΩY e−T
†
eS)†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS|P̂(eS†ΩZe−S
†)〉 7

+ 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)|Φ〉 〈eS†ΩZe−S

†〉 8

+ 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)|P̂(eS†ΩZe−S

†)〉
)

9

It is easy to notice that the following terms cancel: one with six, two with four, three
with seven, and five with eight. The only remaining term is nine, and it constitutes
the XCC quadratic response function. The same procedure is applied to the form
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(II) of the quadratic response function

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)
ωY ,ωZ

= PXY Z(A(II) + B(II) + C(II) +D(II)) (3.34)

= PXY Z

(
〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†〉

− 〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS〉
− 〈e−S(ΩY )†eS〉 〈eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†|P̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS)〉

− 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈(eS†ΩY e−S

†)†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

− 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S

†)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

+ 〈(eS†ΩY e−S
†)†〉 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS〉 〈e−SeT †X0e

−T †eS〉
+ 〈(eS†ΩY e−S

†)†〉 〈e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS)〉

+ 〈e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS〉 〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S

†)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eS〉

+ 〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S
†)|e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T
†
eS)〉

)

The final expressions for 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

and 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)
ωY ,ωZ

read

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

=
PXY Z

(
〈P̂(eS†ΩY e−S

†)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †ΩZe−T

†
eS)〉

)
(3.35)

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)
ωY ,ωZ

=
PXY Z

(
〈P̂(e−SeT †ΩY e−T

†
eS)|eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†P̂(e−S†ΩZeS

†)〉
)
. (3.36)

Only 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

is needed to compute XCC transition moments, but both
forms are crucial for the discussion of the Hermiticity of the XCC quadratic response
function in the next section.

3.4 Transition moments

The transition moment between the excited states is computed from the double
residue of the quadratic response function in the same way as for the exact case,
Eq. (3.6), Inserting the expression for ΩY and ΩZ in the Jacobian basis set

ΩY (ω) =
∑
N

OY
N(ω)rN (3.37)

we get

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

= PXY Z
∑

K,N=1

(
OY
K(ωY )

)?
OZ
N(−ωZ) (3.38)

× 〈P̂(eS†rKe−S
†)|e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSP̂(e−SeT †rNe−T
†
eS)〉 .
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We now introduce a shorthand notation for the projected parts of the above expres-
sion

κ(rM , S, T ) = P̂
(
e−SeT

†
rKe

−T †eS
)

η(rN , S) = P̂
(
eS
†
rNe

−S†
)
,

(3.39)

and arrive at our final form of the XCC quadratic response function

〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)
ωY ,ωZ

= (3.40)

PXY Z
∑
K=1
N=1

(
OY
K(ωY )

)?
OZ
N(−ωZ) 〈κ(rK , S, T )|eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†
η(rN , S)〉

= PXY Z
∑
K=1
N=1

〈e−TY eT |lK〉
ωK + ωY

〈lN |e−TZeT 〉
ωZ − ωN

〈κ(rK , S, T )|eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†|η(rN , S)〉 .

The double residue of the XCC quadratic response function reads

T Y0LT
(I)
LMT ZM0 = lim

ωY→−ωL
(ωL + ωY ) lim

ωZ→ωM
(ωM − ωZ) 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(I)

ωY ,ωZ
(3.41)

= 〈e−TY eT |lL〉 〈κ(rL, S, T )|eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†|η(rM , S)〉 〈lM |e−TZeT 〉 .

The same procedure applied do 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)
ωY ,ωZ

leads to the following expression

T Y0LT
(II)
LM T ZM0 = lim

ωY→−ωL
(ωL + ωY ) lim

ωZ→ωM
(ωM − ωZ) 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉(II)

ωY ,ωZ
(3.42)

= 〈e−TY eT |lL〉 〈η(rL, S)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSκ(rM , S, T )〉 〈lM |e−TZeT 〉 .

It is important to notice that the separate transition moments cannot be identified
from the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.41). The double residue of the quadratic response function
needs to be treated as a whole and cannot arbitrarily be divided into the product
of three transition moments. Our solution to this problem is to divide the whole
quantity by the product of the left and right transition moments from the ground
state. These are obtained from the double residue of 〈Ψ(1)(ωY )|X|Ψ(1)(−ωZ)〉 with
L = M and Y = Z and X = 1. For the exact quadratic response function this
quantity is simply |T Y0L|2 = 〈Ψ0| Y |ΨL〉 〈ΨL| Y |Ψ0〉, and thus can be used to extract
the transition moment between the excited states. In the XCC theory, |T Y0L|2 is a
product of three integrals

|T Y0L|2 = 〈e−TY eT |lL〉 〈κ(rL, S, T )|η(rL, S)〉 〈lL|e−TY eT 〉 . (3.43)

As the final result, the double residue of the quadratic response function in the XCC
theory divided by |T Y0LT ZM0| =

√
|T Y0L|2|TZM0|2 is given by the expression

T (I)
LM = ±

lim
ωY→−ωL

(ωL + ωY ) lim
ωz→ωM

(ωM − ωZ) 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ√
|T Y0L|2|TZM0|2

= ± ξYL 〈κ(rL, S, T )|eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†
η(rM , S)〉 ξZM√

ξYL 〈κ(rL, S, T )|η(rL, S)〉 (ξYL )?ξZM 〈κ(rM , S, T )|η(rM , S)〉 (ξZM)?
,

(3.44)
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where
ξZM =

〈
lM
∣∣∣e−TZeT〉. (3.45)

The ± sign of T XLM is a result of taking the square root of |T Y0L|2. This fact is of no
concern because practical applications either require the transition strengths, i.e.,
the products T XLMT XML, or it is possible to compute the necessary phases by setting
up a system of equations (see chapter 4, where this problem is thoroughly discussed).
From now on we abandon the ± sign for clarity.

The expression for |T Y0L|2 derived above, Eq. (3.43), was also used in this thesis
for the computation of the transition moments from the ground to an excited state,
as an alternative to the theory described in Paper I.18

3.5 Hermiticity

The final expression for T (I)
LM in the XCC theory is given by

T (I)
LM = 〈κ(rL, S, T )|eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†
η(rM , S)〉√

〈κ(rL, S, T )|η(rL, S)〉 〈κ(rM , S, T )|η(rM , S)〉
. (3.46)

Alternatively, from Eq. (3.42) we obtain

T (II)
LM = 〈η(rL, S)|e−SeT †X0e

−T †eSκ(rM , S, T )〉√
〈κ(rL, S, T )|η(rL, S)〉 〈κ(rM , S, T )|η(rM , S)〉

. (3.47)

To prove that T (I)
LM is Hermitian, i.e., T (I)

LM =
(
T (I)
ML

)?
, we compute

(
T (I)
ML

)?
=
 〈κ(rM , S, T )|eS†e−TX0e

T e−S
†
η(rL, S)〉√

〈κ(rM , S, T )|η(rM , S)〉 〈κ(rL, S, T )|η(rL, S)〉

? (3.48)

= 〈η(rL, S)|(eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†)?κ(rM , S, T )?〉√
〈η(rM , S)|κ(rM , S, T )〉 〈η(rL, S)|κ(rL, S, T )〉

= 〈η(rL, S)|e−SeT †X0e
−T †eSκ(rM , S, T )〉√

〈η(rM , S)|κ(rM , S, T )〉 〈η(rL, S)|κ(rL, S, T )〉

= T (II)
LM ,

The equality between forms (I) and (II) implies the Hermitian symmetry

T (I)
LM = T (II)

LM ⇒ T (I)
LM =

(
T (I)
ML

)?
. (3.49)

It is clear from our derivation that Eq. (3.49) is true for the exact operators T and
S. For the truncated operator T Eq. (3.49) still holds, but this is not the case for a
truncated operator S. In the derivation of Eqs. (3.57) and (3.47) we have used the
formal definition of the operator S, eSΦ = eT

†
eT

〈eT |eT 〉Φ, which is true only for the exact
operators S. Nonetheless, in section 5.4 we demonstrate that the deviations from
the exact Hermitian symmetry are numerically negligible.
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3.6 Size-extensivity and size-intensivity
Size-extensivity and size-intensivity are very desired features of any approximate
electronic structure method. Size-extensive properties should properly scale with
the system size and size-intensive properties should be independent of the system
size. Our XCC formula for 〈〈X;Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ , Eq. (3.35), is expressible solely in
terms of commutators. Therefore, it is automatically size-extensive, regardless of
the level of truncation of the operators T and S. The EOM-CC excitation energies
for states localized at the monomer A with an infinitely distant monomer B, are size
intensive.58 We will prove that the XCC transition moment is also size-intensive.

The importance of the concept of size-intensivity was thoroughly investigated by
Koch et al. in the work on the TD-CC transition moments.58 The authors performed
calculations of the dipole strength (which is directly related to transition moments)
for a series of n = 1 to 15 noninteracting LiH molecules with the use of the size-
intensive TD-CC and RPA, and not size-intensive EOM-CC methods. In Fig. 3.1
we present schematically the result of Ref. 58, which shows the dramatic fail of the
approach that is not size-intensive approach.

Figure 3.1: Dipole strength as a function of num-
ber of noninteracting LiH molecules. Figure gen-
erated using data from Ref. 58

To prove the size-intensivity of our expression (3.57) we consider two noninter-
acting subsystems A and B at the infinite separation. We can then write

HAB = HA +HB (3.50)
TAB = TA + TB
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SAB = SA + SB.

Size-intensivity can easily be demonstrated for the exact transition moment

TXABLM = 〈ΨLAΦB| XA +XB |ΨMA
ΦB〉 =

〈ΨLAΦB| XA |ΨMA
ΦB〉+ 〈ΨLAΦB| XB |ΨMA

ΦB〉 =
〈ΨLA| XA |ΨMA

〉 〈ΦB|ΦB〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+ 〈ΦB| XB |ΦB〉 〈ΨLA|ΨMA
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

= TXALM .

(3.51)

Note that in some equations we write the reference state φ explicitly, in order to
avoid any confusion. For the XCC transition moment the following commutation
relations hold:

[XA
0 , TB] = [XB

0 , TA] = [XA
0 , SB] = [XB

0 , SA] = [LA, TB] = [LA, SB] = 0 (3.52)

and

XAB
0 = XAB − 〈ΨAB|XAB|ΨAB〉 (3.53)

= XA +XB − ζ(XA, SA, TA)− ζ(XB, SB, TB) (3.54)

where we used a shorthand notation

ζ(X,S, T ) = eS
†
e−TXeT e−S

† (3.55)

The transition moment for such a system in XCC can be presented as follows

T ABLM = 〈κ(rLA , SAB, TAB)|ζ(XAB
0 , SAB, TAB)|η(rMA

, SAB)〉√
〈κ(rLA , SAB, TAB)|η(rLA , SAB)〉 〈κ(rMA

, SAB, TAB)|η(rMA
, SAB)〉

(3.56)

= 〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|ζ(XAB
0 , SAB, TAB)|η(rMA

, SA)〉√
〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rLA , SA)〉 〈κ(rMA

, SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉

=
 〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|ζ(XA

0 , SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉

=1︷ ︸︸ ︷
〈ΦB|ΦB〉√

〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rLA , SA)〉 〈κ(rMA
, SA, TA)|η(rMA

, SA)〉

+ 〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉 〈ζ(XB

0 , SB, TB)〉√
〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rLA , SA)〉 〈κ(rMA

, SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉



= 〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|ζ(XA
0 , SA, TA)|η(rMA

, SA)〉√
〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rLA , SA)〉 〈κ(rMA

, SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉

+ 〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉 〈ζ(XB, SB, TB)〉√

〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rLA , SA)〉 〈κ(rMA
, SA, TA)|η(rMA

, SA)〉
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− 〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rMA
, SA)〉 〈ζ(XB, SB, TB)〉√

〈κ(rLA , SA, TA)|η(rLA , SA)〉 〈κ(rMA
, SA, TA)|η(rMA

, SA)〉

= T ALM

The last two terms cancel out, therefore, the transition moment T XABLM for a transition
between states L and M of molecule XAB does not depend on the system size i.e.,
is size-intensive.

3.7 Workable formulas for the XCC
transition moments

The final expression for T XLM in the XCC theory is given by

T XLM = 〈κ(rL, S, T )|eS†e−TX0e
T e−S

†
η(rM , S)〉√

〈κ(rL, S, T )〉 η(rL, S) 〈κ(rM , S, T )〉 η(rM , S)
, (3.57)

where

κ(rN) = P̂
(
e−SeT

†
rNe

−T †eS
)
,

η(rN , S) = P̂
(
eS
†
rNe

−S†
)
.

(3.58)

To compute properties, one needs to follow four independent steps: obtain the
amplitudes t and s, then compute the excitation amplitudes rN , and finally use
Eq. (3.57) to compute T XLM .

The calculation of the amplitudes t can be done by any standard CC method. In
this work we used the coupled cluster method limited to single and double excitations
(CCSD) and the coupled cluster method limited to single, double, and linear triple
excitations (CC3).

The amplitudes s are computed from Eq. (2.38). It is a finite expansion, though
it contains terms of high order in the fluctuation potential W .68 To find the exact
operator S one requires an iterative procedure. However, S can efficiently be approx-
imated while retaining the size-consistency. In Paper I18 we presented a hierarchy
of approximations and assessed their accuracy. Let Sn(m) denote the n-electron
part of S, where all contributions up to and including the order m of MBPT are
accounted for. In the computations based on the CC3 model (single, double, and
linear triple excitations), we employ

S1(3) = T1 + P̂1
(
[T †1 , T2]

)
,

+ P̂1
(
[T †2 , T3]

)
,

S2(3) = T2 + 1
2P̂2

(
[[T †2 , T2], T2]

)
,

S3(2) = T3,

(3.59)
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where the CC3 equations for T1, T2 and T3 are given by Koch et al.66 It should
be noted that we take S3 = T3 from the CC3 theory and no additional terms from
Eq. (2.38), hence the operator S3 is of the second-order in MBPT. In the instances
where the underlying model of the wave function is CCSD (coupled cluster limited
to single and double excitations), we employ S = S1(3) +S2(3) neglecting the terms
containing T3.

The amplitudes rN are obtained from the EOM-CCSD or EOM-CC3 model,
depending on which approximation one uses for the ground state.

The most challenging part is a reasonable approximation of the transition mo-
ment formula. We expanded Eq. (3.57) in the orders of MBPT: zeroth, first, second,
and third. The formulas were derived automatically by the program paldus (see
section 4.5.2). Due to the computational or memory restrictions, not all of the terms
in each order were possible to include. Therefore, we employed some additional ap-
proximations that are now described.

All of the terms in Eq. (3.57) are of the type:

〈[[µn, T †]k1 , S]k2 |[[X,T ]k3 , S
†]k4|[νm, S†]k5〉 , (3.60)

where k1−k5 are integers and denote the order of nesting, m and n is the excitation
levels, and for clarity we do not write the excitation levels at T and S. Generally,
we include all of the terms with a few exceptions that are listed in the Table 3.1.
One should interpret the description as:

• “neglecting 〈µn| . . . |νm〉” means that all the terms up to and including the kth
order of MBPT are included with the exception of terms that have n-tuple
excitations in the bra and m-tuple excitations in the ket.

• “neglecting 〈µn| . . . |νm〉 unless T1 or S1” means that all the terms up to the
kth order of MBPT are included with the exception of terms that have n-
tuple excitations in the bra and m-tuple excitations in the ket, unless the
operator T1 or S1 appears at least once. E.g. 〈X[µ3, T

†
2 ]|[ν2, S

†
1]〉 is included,

but 〈X[S2, [µ3, T
†
3 ]]|ν2〉 is not included

• “include only terms with at least one T1 or S1” means that only terms in which
the operator T1 or S1 appears at least once are included.

This approximation was tested on a set of atoms (Ca, Sr, Ba) in different basis
sets, and in the CCSD and CC3 approximations. The singlet-singlet, triplet-triplet
and singlet-triplet transitions were investigated. Below (Figs. 3.2 to 3.7), we present
a set of plots for all above mentioned cases that show how the XCC transition mo-
ment behaves with the increase of the order of MBPT. On the y axis, we show the
ratio TXLM (m)

TXLM (3) , where m denotes the order of MBPT. It is clear that the results con-
verge rapidly after the inclusion of the second order. In some cases we also computed
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Table 3.1: Terms included in the XCC transition moments calculations.

MBPT order CCSD CC3

0 all all

1 all all

2 all neglecting 〈µ3| . . . |ν3〉

3 all

neglecting 〈µ3| . . . |ν3〉
neglecting 〈µ2| . . . |ν3〉 unless T1 or S1

neglecting 〈µ1| . . . |ν3〉 unless T1 or S1

4
include only terms include only terms
with at least one T1 or S1 with at least one T1 or S1

the fourth order, but the change compared to the third order was negligible, so we
do not present these results here. Our conclusion is that the approximation to the
third order of MBPT is sufficient, so all our results are computed at this level of
theory.

CCSD

MBPT order 0

+ 〈Xµ2|ν1〉+ 〈Xµ1|ν1〉+ 〈Xµ2|ν2〉 (3.61)
+ 〈Xµ1|ν2〉

MBPT order 1

+ 〈[S2, X]µ1|ν2〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ2|ν1〉 (3.62)

MBPT order 2

+ 〈Xµ2|[ν2, S
†
1]〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈Xµ1|[ν2, S

†
1]〉 (3.63)

+ 〈X[µ2, T
†
1 ]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉

+ 〈X[µ2, T
†
1 ]|ν2〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, X]µ1|ν1〉

+ 〈[S1, X]µ2|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, X]µ1|ν2〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ2|ν1〉
+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ1|ν1〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ2|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|ν1〉
+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ2|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|ν2〉
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Figure 3.2: Singlet dipole transi-
tion in the CCSD approximation.
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Figure 3.3: Singlet dipole transi-
tion in the CC3 approximation.
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Figure 3.4: Triplet dipole transi-
tion in the CCSD approximation.
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Figure 3.5: Triplet dipole transi-
tion in the CC3 approximation.
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Figure 3.6: Spin-orbit matrix el-
ement in the CCSD approxima-
tion.
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Figure 3.7: Spin-orbit matrix ele-
ment in the CC3 approximation.
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MBPT order 3

+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T
†
1 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
1 ]]|ν2〉+ 1

2〈X[S2, [S2, [µ1, T
†
2 ]]]|ν2〉 (3.64)

+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T
†
1 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈X[S1, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S1, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉

+ 〈[S2, X][µ2, T
†
1 ]|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, X][S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ2|[ν2, S

†
1]〉

+ 〈[X,T †2 ][S2, [µ2, T
†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †1 ]]µ1|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, [X,T †2 ]]µ2|ν1〉

+ 〈[S1, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|ν1〉+ 〈[S1, [X,T †2 ]]µ2|ν2〉+ 1
2〈[S2, [[X,T †2 ], T †2 ]]µ2|ν1〉

MBPT order 4 included

+ 〈X[S1, [µ2, T
†
1 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|[ν2, S

†
1]〉+ 1

2〈X[S2, [S1, [µ1, T
†
2 ]]]|ν1〉 (3.65)

+ 1
2〈X[S2, [S1, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]]|ν2〉+ 〈X[µ2, T

†
1 ]|[ν2, S

†
1]〉+ 〈X[S1, [µ1, T

†
1 ]]|ν1〉

+ 〈X[S1, [µ2, T
†
1 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|[ν2, S

†
1]〉+ 1

2〈X[S2, [S1, [µ1, T
†
2 ]]]|ν2〉

+ 1
2〈X[S2, [[µ2, T

†
1 ], T †2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S1, [µ1, T

†
1 ]]|ν2〉+ 1

2〈X[S2, [[µ2, T
†
1 ], T †2 ]]|ν2〉

+ 〈[S1, X]µ1|[ν2, S
†
1]〉+ 〈[S1, X][µ2, T

†
1 ]|ν1〉+ 〈[S1, X][S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν1〉

+ 〈[S1, X][S2, [µ2, T
†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, X][µ2, T

†
1 ]|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, X][S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉

+ 〈[S2, X][S1, [µ2, T
†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 1

2〈[S1, [S1, X]]µ1|ν2〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ2|[ν2, S
†
1]〉

+ 〈[X,T †1 ][S2, [µ2, T
†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ1|[ν2, S

†
1]〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ][µ2, T

†
1 ]|ν1〉

+ 〈[X,T †1 ][S2, [µ1, T
†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ][S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ][S2, [µ2, T

†
1 ]]|ν1〉

+ 〈[X,T †2 ][S2, [µ1, T
†
1 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ][S2, [µ2, T

†
1 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, [X,T †1 ]]µ1|ν1〉

+ 〈[S1, [X,T †1 ]]µ2|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, [X,T †1 ]]µ1|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|[ν2, S
†
1]〉

+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]][µ2, T
†
1 ]|ν1〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]][µ2, T

†
1 ]|ν2〉+ 1

2〈[S2, [S1, [X,T †2 ]]]µ1|ν2〉

+ 1
2〈[[X,T

†
1 ], T †1 ]µ2|ν1〉+ 1

2〈[S2, [[X,T †1 ], T †2 ]]µ1|ν1〉+ 1
2〈[S2, [[X,T †1 ], T †2 ]]µ2|ν2〉

CC3 = CCSD + . . .

MBPT order 0

+ 〈Xµ3|ν2〉+ 〈Xµ3|ν3〉+ 〈Xµ2|ν3〉 (3.66)

MBPT order 1

+ 〈Xµ2|[ν3, S
†
2]〉+ 〈Xµ1|[ν3, S

†
2]〉+ 〈X[µ3, T

†
2 ]|ν1〉 (3.67)

+ 〈X[µ3, T
†
2 ]|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, X]µ2|ν3〉+ 〈[S2, X]µ1|ν3〉
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+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ3|ν1〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ3|ν2〉

MBPT order 2

+ 〈X[µ3, T
†
1 ]|ν1〉+ +〈X[S2, [µ3, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ +〈Xµ2|[ν3, S

†
1]〉 (3.68)

+ + 〈X[µ3, T
†
1 ]|ν2〉+ +〈Xµ1|[ν3, S

†
1]〉+ +〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν3〉

+ + 〈[S1, X]µ2|ν3〉+ +〈[S2, X][µ3, T
†
2 ]|ν2〉+ +〈[X,T †1 ]µ3|ν2〉

+ + 〈[X,T †2 ]µ2|[ν3, S
†
2]〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ2|ν3〉

not included

+ 〈Xµ3|[ν3, S
†
1]〉+ 〈X[µ3, T

†
2 ]|[ν3, S

†
2]〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ3, T

†
2 ]]|ν3〉 (3.69)

+ 〈X[µ3, T
†
1 ]|ν3〉+ 〈[S1, X]µ3|ν3〉+ 〈[S2, X][µ3, T

†
2 ]|ν3〉

+ 〈[S3, X]µ1|ν3〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ3|ν3〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ3|[ν3, S
†
2]〉

+ 〈[X,T †3 ]µ3|ν1〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ3|ν3〉

MBPT order 3

+ 〈X[S1, [µ3, T
†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S3, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[S3, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉 (3.70)

+ 〈X[µ2, T
†
1 ]|[ν3, S

†
2]〉+ 〈X[µ3, T

†
2 ]|[ν2, S

†
1]〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
1 ]]|ν3〉

+ 〈X[S1, [µ3, T
†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈X[S3, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
3 ]]|ν1〉

+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T
†
1 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
3 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, X]µ1|[ν3, S

†
2]〉

+ 〈[S1, X][µ3, T
†
2 ]|ν1〉+ 〈[S1, X][µ3, T

†
2 ]|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, X]µ1|[ν3, S

†
1]〉

+ 〈[S2, X][µ2, T
†
1 ]|ν3〉+ 1

2〈[S2, [S1, X]]µ1|ν3〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ2|[ν3, S
†
2]〉

+ 〈[X,T †1 ]µ1|[ν3, S
†
2]〉+ 〈[X,T †1 ][µ3, T

†
2 ]|ν1〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ3|[ν2, S

†
1]〉

+ 〈[X,T †2 ][µ3, T
†
1 ]|ν1〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †1 ]]µ2|ν3〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †1 ]]µ1|ν3〉

+ 〈[S1, [X,T †2 ]]µ3|ν2〉+ 〈[S3, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †3 ]]µ2|ν1〉

+ 〈[S2, [X,T †3 ]]µ1|ν1〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †3 ]]µ2|ν2〉+ 1
2〈[[X,T

†
1 ], T †2 ]µ3|ν1〉

not included

+ 〈X[µ3, T
†
1 ]|[ν3, S

†
2]〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ3, T

†
1 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|[ν3, S

†
2]〉 (3.71)

+ 〈X[S3, [µ3, T
†
2 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ3, T

†
3 ]]|ν1〉+ 1

2〈X[S2, [S2, [µ2, T
†
2 ]]]|ν3〉

+ 〈X[S2, [µ1, T
†
2 ]]|[ν3, S

†
2]〉+ 〈X[S3, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ3, T

†
3 ]]|ν2〉

+ 1
2〈X[S2, [S2, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]]|ν3〉+ 1

2〈X[S2, [[µ3, T
†
2 ], T †2 ]]|ν1〉+ 〈X[µ3, T

†
2 ]|[ν3, S

†
1]〉

+ 〈X[S1, [µ3, T
†
2 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈X[S3, [µ1, T

†
2 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈X[S2, [µ3, T

†
3 ]]|ν3〉

+ 1
2〈X[S2, [[µ3, T

†
2 ], T †2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, X][µ3, T

†
1 ]|ν3〉+ 〈[S2, X][S2, [µ2, T

†
2 ]]|ν3〉
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+ 〈[S2, X][S2, [µ1, T
†
2 ]]|ν3〉+ 〈[S3, X][µ3, T

†
2 ]|ν3〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ][S2, [µ3, T

†
2 ]]|ν1〉

+ 〈[X,T †2 ]µ3|[ν3, S
†
1]〉+ 〈[X,T †2 ][S2, [µ3, T

†
2 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[X,T †3 ]µ3|[ν3, S

†
2]〉

+ 〈[S1, [X,T †2 ]]µ3|ν3〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|[ν3, S
†
2]〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]][µ3, T

†
2 ]|ν1〉

+ 〈[S2, [X,T †2 ]][µ3, T
†
2 ]|ν2〉+ 〈[S3, [X,T †2 ]]µ2|ν3〉+ 〈[S3, [X,T †2 ]]µ1|ν3〉

+ 〈[S2, [X,T †3 ]]µ3|ν2〉+ 〈[S2, [X,T †3 ]]µ3|ν3〉+ 1
2〈[S2, [S2, [X,T †2 ]]]µ1|ν3〉

+ 1
2〈[S2, [[X,T †2 ], T †2 ]]µ3|ν2〉

MBPT order 4 included

+ 〈X[S3, [µ1, T
†
1 ]]|ν2〉+ 〈[S1, [X,T †3 ]]µ2|ν1〉 (3.72)
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Chapter 4 Technical details

4.1 Radiative lifetimes
The transition probability from the initial state i to the final state f for the dipole
(E1) and quadrupole (E2) transitions, respectively, is defined by the Einstein coef-
ficients

Aif (E1) = 16π3

3hε0λ3(2Ji + 1)Sif (E1) (4.1)

Aif (E2) = 16π5

15hε0λ5(2Ji + 1)Sif (E2), (4.2)

where h is the Planck constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, λ is the energy in [m],
J is the total angular momentum for the initial state, Sif (E1) is the line strength
of a dipole transition in [m2C2], and Sif (E2) is the line strength of a quadrupole
transition in [m4C2]. The line strength is defined as

Sif = |~TR
if |2 = | 〈ψi||R||ψf〉 |2, (4.3)

where 〈ψi||R||ψf〉 is a reduced matrix element for the transition operator R from
the state i to f . For an allowed transition, the procedure of computing the transi-
tion probability Aif is straightforward. One needs to compute transition moments
from Eq. (3.44), and use Eq. (4.1) or Eq. (4.2). To derive the expression for the
spin-forbidden transitions, we use the Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation theory
(RSPT).90 Assuming that we have an initial triplet state and final singlet state, the
RSPT expansion is given by

〈Ψi| = 〈Ψ(0)
i |+ 〈Ψ

(1)
i |+ . . . (4.4)

= 〈3ψ(0)
i |+

∑
k,m

〈mψ(0)
k |Hso|3ψ(0)

i 〉
mE

(0)
k − 3E

(0)
i

〈mψ(0)
k |+ . . . (4.5)

where Ψ and ψ are pure LS states coupled by the spin-orbit interaction. The index
k runs over all of the states with a given multiplicity m. The final ground state is

|Ψf〉 = |Ψ(0)
f 〉+ |Ψ(1)

f 〉+ . . . (4.6)

= |1ψ(0)
f 〉+

∑
k

〈1ψ(0)
f |Hso|3ψ(0)

f 〉
1E

(0)
f − 3E

(0)
k

|3ψ(0)
k 〉+ . . . (4.7)
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Here k runs only over states with the triplet multiplicity, as other terms vanish due
to the selection rules. Let us employ the electric dipole perturbation as an exam-
ple to show how the perturbation theory is applied to compute the spin-forbidden
transitions, i.e., R = D

~T D
if = 〈Ψ(0)

i + Ψ(1)
i |D|Ψ

(0)
f + Ψ(1)

f 〉 . (4.8)

The higher order terms are neglected in the following derivation, as these terms
are usually small unless the difference in energies of the considered states is nearly
degenerate.53 We also take only m = 1 states in the expansion (4.4), as states
of other multiplicities are not directly connected by the dipole transition with the
ground state. The term 〈Ψ(0)

i |D|Ψ
(0)
f 〉 vanishes due to the selection rules, so finally

the expression for the transition dipole moment is given by

~T D
if =

∑
k

〈1ψ(0)
f |Hso|3ψ(0)

f 〉
1E

(0)
f − 3E

(0)
k

〈3ψ(0)
i |D|3ψ

(0)
k 〉+

∑
k

〈1ψ(0)
k |Hso|3ψ(0)

i 〉
1E

(0)
k − 3E

(0)
i

〈1ψ(0)
k |D|1ψ

(0)
f 〉

(4.9)
The radiative lifetime91 τk of an atomic level k is defined by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)

τk = 1∑
iAki

(4.10)

where the sum over i runs over all states (channels) i to which the level k can decay.

4.2 Computation of the transition probabili-
ties

The values of the transition moments are usually represented in the literature in the
form of reduced matrix elements

〈α′2S′+1L′J ′||T (k)
q ||α2S+1LJ〉 ≡ 〈α′L′S ′J ′||T (k)

q ||αLSJ〉 , (4.11)

where L, S, and J are quantum numbers of the orbital, spin, and total angu-
lar momentum, respectively, and T (k)

q is an irreducible tensor operator of rank k

with 2k + 1 components q ∈ (−k, . . . , k) (e.g. dipole moment operator, quadrupole
moment operator, spin-orbit coupling operator, etc.). The index α denotes other
possible quantum numbers, not important in our considerations. In this notation it
is clear that the bra and ket wave functions have L, S, and J specified, but mJ is
not specified. The reduced and non-reduced matrix elements are connected by the
Wigner-Eckart theorem with the use of the 3j coefficients, which we will denote as
C3j(JJ ′mJmJ ′kq) or simply C3j

〈α′J ′m′J | T (k)
q |αJmJ〉 = (−1)(J ′−m′J )

 J ′ k J

−m′J q mJ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

C3j(JJ ′mJmJ′kq)

〈α′J ′
∣∣∣∣∣∣T (k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣αJ〉 (4.12)
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The line strength from the state i′ = |α′L′S ′J ′〉 to the state i = |αLSJ〉 is defined
as92

S = | 〈α′L′S ′J ′|| T (k) ||αLSJ〉 |2 =
∑

mJ ,mJ′

| 〈α′L′S ′J ′mJ ′| T (k)
q |αLSJmJ〉 |2. (4.13)

Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, S can be expressed without the summation over
every mJ . In this way the computational cost is greatly reduced, as only one compo-
nent has to be computed. It is important to note that the line strength S is constant
and does not depend on the choice of mJ

S = |C3j(JJ ′mJmJ ′kq)−1 〈α′L′S ′J ′mJ ′| T (k)
q |αLSJmJ〉 |2. (4.14)

We now present a path to express a non-reduced matrix element in the |αLSJmJ〉
basis in terms of the point group symmetry basis. The last one is always used in
ab initio computations, and is used in the XCC program as well. The use of the
point group symmetry allows to reduce the number of integrals, and simplifies the
diagonalization of the Jacobian matrix.

The first step is to transform the |αLSJmJ〉 basis to the |αLmLSmS〉 basis, and
the second step is the express |LmLSmS〉 in terms of the irreducible representations
of the molecular point group.

4.3 Transformation from the |αLSJmJ〉 basis to
the |αLmLSmS〉 basis

As a consequence of the Wigner-Eckart theorem one can transform the |αLSJ〉 basis
to the |αLmLSmS〉 basis with the help of the Clebsh–Gordan coefficients

|αLSJmJ〉 =
L∑

mL=−L

S∑
mS=−S

CJmJ
LmLSmS

|αLmLSmS〉. (4.15)

The expression for the line strength becomes

S = |C3j(JJ ′mJmJ ′kq)−1 〈α′L′S ′J ′mJ ′ | T (k)
q |αLSJmJ〉 |2 (4.16)

= |C−1
3j

L,L′∑
mL=−L

m
L′=−L′

S,S′∑
mS =−S

m
S′=−S′

CJmJ
LmLSmS

C
J ′mJ′
L′mL′S

′mS′
〈α′L′mL′S

′mS′| T (k)
q |αLmLSmS〉 |2

4.4 Transformation from the |αLmLSmS〉 basis
to the point group symmetry basis

As the subject of the research in this thesis are atoms and homonuclear diatomic
molecules, we use the D2h point group symmetry in our calculations. This is a group
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of order eight with eight irreducible representations

Γ = {Ag,B1g,B2g,B3g,Au,B1u,B2u,B3u}. (4.17)

For each angular momentum L and quantum number mL, there is a straightforward
transformation between |αLmLSmS〉 → |α2S+1ΓmS〉:

L = 0
Γ =

{
Ag for L = 0,mL = 0 (4.18)

L = 1

Γ =


B1u for L = 1,mL = 0

− 1√
2(B3u + iB2u) for L = 1,mL = 1

1√
2(B3u − iB2u) for L = 1,mL = −1

(4.19)

L = 2

Γ =



1√
2(2)Ag + i√

2B1g for L = 2,mL = 2
− 1√

2B2g − i√
2B3g for L = 2,mL = 1

(1)Ag for L = 2,mL = 0
− i√

2B3g + 1√
2B2g for L = 2,mL = −1

− i√
2B1g + 1√

2(2)Ag for L = 2,mL = −2

(4.20)

4.5 Programs
All of the new formulas developed in this thesis were implemented in the follow-
ing programs: kołos, a general purpose ab initio program for electronic structure
calculations, the paldus program for symbolic manipulations and automatic gener-
ation of orbital-level expressions, and the wigner script for the angular momentum
manipulations and the transformation of the transition moments from the point
group symmetry basis to the |αLSJ〉 basis. The one- and two-electron integrals in
the Gaussian and Slater orbital basis sets were provided by Dr. M. Modrzejewski
and Dr. M. Lesiuk, respectively. We will briefly discuss the technical details used
in these programs.

4.5.1 kołos

kołos is a general purpose ab initio program for the electronic structure calcula-
tion. We implemented the CCSD, CC3, EOM-CCSD, and EOM-CC3 methods, as
well as all the XCC formulas presented in this thesis. Our program uses efficient
compiled-language representations of the symbolic formulae derived by paldus. All
computations employ Gaussian and Slater basis sets. A unique feature of the de-
veloped code, not available in any software, e.g., the Dalton and Molpro programs,
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is an interface to the Slater integral subprograms of Lesiuk et al.93–95 The code is
parallel on two levels: at a thread level (OpenMP) and at the vector instructions
level. Support for the vector instructions, i.e., simultaneous identical arithmetic
operations performed on vectors of numbers.

Memory saving

Due to the size of the EOM-CC3 Jacobian matrix,29 we have used the generalized
form of the Davidson96 method for solving the eigenvalue problem, or in this case
its generalized form.97 The Davidson scheme, combined with the root homing,98

allowed us to obtain approximate solutions for a number of selected states without
the necessity of storing the full N ×N matrix in memory. It does require, however,
storing a few tens of vectors of size N at a time. In the case of the EOM-CC3
method N ∼ (v3o3)/6, where v and o denote the number of virtual and occupied
orbitals, respectively. For a large basis this could be problematic. For example,
storing of a single vector for the Sr2 system with 250 virtual orbitals and 10 active
occupied orbitals requires 20 GB of memory.

For the purpose of memory saving we modified the Davidson algorithm. We
reduced the size of the single vector to N ∼ (n2o2)/2, with only a slight increase of
the computational cost. The EOM-CC3 Jacobian

Aµ1ν1 Aµ1ν2 Aµ1ν3

Aµ2ν1 Aµ2ν2 Aµ2ν3

Aµ3ν1 Aµ3ν2 δµ3ν3εµ3ν3



R1

R2

R3

 = λ


R1

R2

R3

 (4.21)

is cast in a 2× 2 form using the fact that Aµ3ν3 is diagonal:99 Aµ1ν1 −
Aµ1ν3Aν3κ1
εµ3µ3−λ

Aµ1ν2 −
Aµ1ν3Aν3κ2
εµ3µ3−λ

Aµ2ν1 −
Aµ2ν3Aν3κ1
εµ3µ3−λ

Aµ2ν2 −
Aµ2ν3Aν3κ2
εµ3µ3−λ

 R1

R2

 = λ

 R1

R2

 (4.22)

The R3 vector is computed after the Davidson step, directly from the vectors R1

and R2. The formula relevant for the triplet EOM-CC3 is
Aµ1ν1 Aµ1ν2+ Aµ1ν2− Aµ1ν3

Aµ2+ν1 Aµ2+ν2+ Aµ2+ν2− Aµ2+ν3

Aµ2−ν1 Aµ2−ν2+ Aµ2−ν2− Aµ2−ν3

Aµ3ν1 Aµ3ν2+ Aµ3ν2− δµ3ν3εµ3ν3




R1

R2+

R2−

R3

 = λ


R1

R2+

R2−

R3

 (4.23)

Similarly to the singlet case, R3 can be expressed in terms of R1, R2+ i R2− , and
computed in one step after a Davidson iteration.

4.5.2 paldus

The derivation of the orbital-level coupled-cluster expressions relevant for this thesis
is extremely error-prone. We automated this process with the paldus code, which
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is designed to derive, simplify, and automatically implement expressions of the type

〈[V1, µn]k1|[V2, V3]k2 |[V4, νm]k3〉 , (4.24)

where k1, k2, k3 denote k-tuply nested commutators. The operators V1 − V4 could
be any excitation, de-excitation, or general operators that are represented by the
products of the Epq and/or Tpq operators. Each of the integrals is approximated
within the requested level of theory and integrated using the Wick’s theorem.100

The integration is carried out into a parallel mode. The result of the integration
can contain tens of thousands of terms that need to be compared efficiently. This
is done by the standardization of each term to an unambiguous form according to
index names and their permutations. Subsequently, each term is translated to a
compiled-language representation and the simplification is carried out in this form.
Finally, the result is translated back and a parallel Fortran ready to attach module
is produced.

The implementation is optimized in the sense that paldus automatically com-
putes and selects the best intermediates for each term, considering memory usage
to computational time ratio.

4.5.3 wigner

wigner is a Mathematica script designed to transform transition moments

〈2S+1LJ ||T (k)|| 2S+1L′J〉 (4.25)

to the basis of the point group symmetry

|LSJmJ〉 → |2S+1ΓmS〉. (4.26)

The user gives as an input an initial and final state in the case of transition proba-
bility computation, or only the initial state in the case of the lifetime computation.
In the second case the program checks all possible transitions from the initial state,
and using the selection rules discards the vanishing transitions. In the case of spin-
forbidden transitions, the script uses perturbation expansion and incorporates the
spin-orbit correction.

The main challenge for this script was to establish consistent signs of the tran-
sition moments obtained in the XCC theory. As it was noted in section 3.3, the
transition moments in the XCC theory do not have a definite sign. To deal with
this problem we introduce the following procedure.

For the given transition 〈2S+1LJ ||T (k)|| 2S+1L′J〉 we generate a set of equations
eqi for each mJ , mJ ′ , and all of the 2k+ 1 components for the tensor operator T (k),
where i = 1, . . .mJ · (2k + 1) ·mJ ′ :
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for mJ in range -J, J

for mJ′ in range -J’, J’

LHS = R
C3j

RHS = 〈L′S ′J ′mJ ′|T (k)|LSJmJ〉 → 〈2S
′+1(ΓmS′ )′|T (k)|2S+1ΓmS〉

eqi : LHS = RHS

Each of the RHS in the set of equations eqi is a sum of integrals in the point group
symmetry basis, with indefinite signs I. We put the unknown sign Il,∈ {1,−1} in
front of each integral.

Here we present a sample of such set for the 3D−3P transition, for the D2h group
with eight irreducible representations Γ ∈ {Ag,B1g,B2g,B3g,Au,B1u,B2u,B3u}. Note
that since 3D is quintuply degenerate state, it appears in five irreducible represen-
tations (1) 3Ag, (2) 3Ag,

3B1g,
3B2g,

3B3g, where we use (1) 3Ag and (2) 3Ag to distin-
guish between the two strictly degenerate states in the same irrep 3Ag. Details of
this transformation are described in section 4.4.

R√
5

= I1
〈 3B1u|x| 3B2g〉

2
√

6
+ I2
〈 3B2u|x| 3B1g〉

2
√

6
+ I3
〈(2) 3Ag|x| 3B3u〉

2
√

6
(4.27)

− I4
〈(2) 3Ag|y| 3B2u〉

2
√

6
+ I5
〈 3B1u|y| 3B3g〉

2
√

6
+ I6
〈 3B1g|y| 3B3u〉

2
√

6

0 = −I2
〈 3B1g|x| 3B2u〉

4
√

3
+ I7
〈(1) 3Ag|x| 3B3u〉

4 − I3
〈(2) 3Ag|x| 3B3u〉

4
√

3
(4.28)

− I8
〈(1) 3Ag|y| 3B2u〉

4 − I4
〈(2) 3Ag|y| 3B2u〉

4
√

3
+ I6
〈 3B1g|y| 3B3u〉

4
√

3
...

R is the value of a requested, reduced transition moments. Next, we solve the set
of equations for all possible sign configurations, and find the set which gives the
consistent R value.
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Chapter 5 Numerical results

5.1 Operators used in this work and their rep-
resentation

5.1.1 Dipole moment operator
The transition dipole moment is defined as

~T D
LM = 〈ΨL|D|ΨM〉 (5.1)

where the dipole moment operator in the spherical and Cartesian forms is defined
as

D = (d1
-1, d

1
0, d

1
1) = (x, y, z) (5.2)

and the components are connected one to the other by the transformation

d1
0 = z, d1

1 = −
√

1
2(x+ iy), d1

-1 =
√

1
2(x− iy) (5.3)

This operator is simply represented as

d =
∑
pq

dpqEpq (5.4)

where dpq =
∫
φ?p(r)dφq(r)dr.

5.1.2 Quadrupole moment operator
The transition quadrupole moment is defined as

←→
T Q

LM = 〈ΨL|Q|ΨM〉 , (5.5)

where the quadrupole moment operator in the spherical form is defined by

Q = (Q2
-2, Q

1
-1, Q

2
0, Q

2
1, Q

2
2) (5.6)

and in the Cartesian form

Q = −3
2


xx− r2

3 xy xz

yx yy − r2

3 yz

zx zy zz − r2

3

 . (5.7)

45
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The spherical and Cartesian components are connected by the transformation

Q2
0 =

√
3
2Qzz (5.8)

Q2
1 = (Qxz − iQyz) (5.9)

Q2
-1 = (−Qxz − iQyz) (5.10)

Q2
22 = 1

2(Qxx + 2iQxy −Qyy) (5.11)

Q2
-2 = 1

2(Qxx − 2iQxy −Qyy) (5.12)

This operator is represented simply as

Q =
∑
pq

QpqEpq (5.13)

5.1.3 Spin-orbit coupling matrix elements
The effective spin-orbit operator is defined in the Cartesian form as51

HSO =
Nel∑
k=1

∑
l

Plξl(rk)l · SPl =
Nel∑
k=1

∑
l

Plξl(rk)(lxSx + lySy + lzSz)Pl (5.14)

where Pl = ∑
ml
|lml〉 〈lml|, ξl(rk) is a radial function, and l and S are the angular

momentum and spin operators respectively. We skipped the index k in the operators
l and S for clarity. With use of the shift operators S±,

Sx = 1
2(S+ + S−), Sy = 1

2i(S+ − S−), (5.15)

the expression for HSO can be reformulated as

HSO =
Nel∑
k=1

∑
l

Plξl(rk)
{1

2 lx(S+ + S−) + 1
2i ly(S+ − S−) + lzSz

}
Pl, (5.16)

and, subsequently, using the second-quantized form of the operators S+, S−, and Sz
transformed to

HSO =
∑
pq

( i2V
x
pq(a†pαaqβ + a†pβaqα) + 1

2V
y
pq(a†pαaqβ − a

†
pβaqα) + i

2V
z
pq(a†pαaqα − a

†
pβaqβ)).

(5.17)
In the last expression we use the following definition of V µ

pq:

V µ
pq = 1

i

∑
l

∫
φ?p(r)Plξl(r)lµPlφq(r)dr µ ∈ (x, y, z). (5.18)

Our goal is to express the spin-orbit coupling matrix element in the spin-free for-
mulation. We start by defining the triplet excitation operators in a the spherical
form

T 11
pq = −a†pαaqβ (5.19)
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T 1−1
pq = a†pβaqα

T 10
pq = 1√

2
(a†pαaqα − a

†
pβaqβ),

and rearranging HSO to group terms standing with the same operator T klpq

HSO =
∑
pq

((− i2V
x
pq −

1
2V

y
pq)T 11

pq + ( i2V
x
pq −

1
2V

y
pq)T 1−1

pq + i

2
√

2
V z
pqT

10
pq ). (5.20)

The transition moment of thus formulated operator is (we skip α from now on)

〈L′mL′S
′mS′ |HSO|LmLSmS〉 = (5.21)

= −1
2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′S
′mS′ |(iV x

pq + V y
pq)T 11

pq |LmLSmS〉 (5.22)

+ 1
2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′S
′mS′|(iV x

pq − V y
pq)T 1−1

pq |LmLSmS〉 (5.23)

+ i

2
√

2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′S
′mS′ |V z

pqT
10
pq |LmLSmS〉 (5.24)

= −1
2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′ |(V x
pq + V y

pq)|LmL〉 〈S ′mS′|T 11
pq |SmS〉 (5.25)

+ 1
2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′|(iV x
pq − V y

pq)|LmL〉 〈S ′mS′ |T 1−1
pq |SmS〉 (5.26)

+ i

2
√

2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′ |V z
pq|LmL〉 〈S ′mS′|T 10

pq |SmS〉 , (5.27)

where in the last equation we separated the spin and angular parts. To use the spin-
free formalism, we express the mS-changing spin-tensor operators T 11

pq and T 1−1
pq in

terms of T 10
pq , as the last one does not change mS. This is easily done by virtue of

the Wigner-Eckart theorem

〈S ′m′s|T (k)
q |Sms〉 = (−1)(S′−m′s)

 S ′ k S

−m′s q ms

 〈S ′||T (k)||S〉 (5.28)

and leads to the following equalities

〈00|T (1-1)|11〉 = 1√
3
〈0||T (1)||1〉 (5.29)

〈00|T (10)|10〉 = − 1√
3
〈0||T (1)||1〉

〈00|T (11)|1-1〉 = 1√
3
〈0||T (1)||1〉

The transition moment forHSO can now be represented in the spin-free formalism

〈L′mL′S
′mS′ | HSO |LmLSmS〉 = (5.30)

= 1
2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′| (iV x
pq + V y

pq) |LmL〉 〈S ′mS′| T 10
pq |SmS〉 (5.31)
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+ 1
2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′ | (−iV x
pq + V y

pq) |LmL〉 〈S ′mS′| T 10
pq |SmS〉 (5.32)

+ i

2
√

2
∑
pq

〈L′mL′ | V z
pq |LmL〉 〈S ′mS′| T 10

pq |SmS〉 (5.33)

5.2 Basis sets
All of the results reported in this work were obtained with two types of basis
sets (where possible): Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO)101,102 and Slater-type orbitals
(STO).103,104 STO basis sets are usually significantly smaller when compared with
Gaussian-type basis sets of a comparable quality. Therefore, there is a strong reason
to use them in the computationally demanding coupled cluster theory. STOs used
in this work were constructed according to the correlation-consistency principle.105

For the Mg atom the STOs were constructed analogously to the beryllium basis
set in Ref. 95. This basis is referred to as mg-dawtcc5d. For the Ca, Sr, and Ba
atoms we used the STO basis sets specifically designed for the calculations with the
effective core potentials.106 They are referred to as ca-dawtcc5ex, sr-dawtcc5ex, and
ba-dawtcc5ex, respectively. For the Mg atom we also used the Gaussian basis set d-
aug-cc-pVQZ.107,108 For Sr the following Gaussian basis set was used: [8s8p5d4f1g]
augmented with a set of [1s1p1d1f3g] diffuse functions43 and the ECP28MDF pseu-
dopotential.107–109 For Ba we used the ECP46MDF pseudopotential109 together with
the [9s9p6d4f2g] Gaussian basis set.109

To assess the quality of the basis sets, we present in Tables 5.1 - 5.3 the exci-
tation energies obtained with the EOM-CCSD and EOM-CC3 codes and compare
them with the experimental results. In the case of the triplet states we used the
nonrelativistic values deduced from the Landé rule.

Table 5.1: Excitation energies of the calcium atom in cm−1.

State EXP110,111 XCCSD(G) XCCSD(S) XCC3(G) XCC3(S)
3P◦ 15263.1 15098.7 15173.2 15063.5 15195.3
3D 20356.6 27638.4 20856.1 27581.2 21299.6
1D 21849.6 28554.2 22878.6 27962.4 22859.0
1P◦ 23652.3 24724.4 24845.8 24080.5 23879.6
3S 31539.5 31518.3 31828.7 31157.3 31545.5
1S 33317.3 33566.5 33890.9 32983.0 33336.9

Apart from the results for a few states of the Ca atom in the Gaussian basis set
(1D and 3D), it can be seen from Tables 5.1 - 5.3 that our results are generally in
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Table 5.2: Excitation energies of the strontium atom in cm−1.

State EXP112 XCCSD(G) XCCSD(S) XCC3(G) XCC3(S)
3P◦ 14702.9 14575.6 14546.3 14570.8 14597.2
3D 18253.8 18414.5 18155.0 18668.8 18393.7
1D 20149.7 20814.1 20584.7 20650.3 20411.1
1P◦ 21698.5 22632.7 22701.9 21764.3 21797.5
3S 29038.8 29137.0 29189.7 28885.3 28939.3
1S 30591.8 31014.0 31063.1 30464.4 30508.6

Table 5.3: Excitation energies of the barium atom in cm−1.

State EXP113 XCCSD(G) XCCSD(S) XCC3(G) XCC3(S)
3D 9357.8 9270.9 8923.7 9581.6 9178.1
1D 11395.4 12063.6 11653.5 11869.7 11391.4
3P◦ 13085.5 12970.5 12823.6 13069.8 12925.9
1P◦ 18060.3 19569.0 19527.3 18372.2 18284.6
3S 26160.3 26136.6 26269.3 24275.7 26141.9
1S 26757.3 27760.6 27971.9 25826.2 25213.0

a very good agreement with the experimental data. For the Sr atom we observe
the best performance in the case of the Slater basis set and EOM-CC3 method,
where the average deviation from the experiment is only 0.6%. For the Ba atom,
the disagreement is slightly worse than in the Sr case, with the average error of
0.9%. For the Ca atom, most of the states are in a perfect agreement with the
experiment (average error 0.3% for Slater/EOM-CC3 case), but there were some
significant problems with the 1D and 3D states. For the Gaussian basis set the
EOM iterations did not converge to the desired state, and for the Slater basis set
the errors were around 5%. The analysis of this problem was done by Lesiuk et
al.106 and the important conclusion was that this is an inherent problem with the
pseudopotentials used in the calculations. The authors of Ref. 106 noted that this
artifact was also observed in the original paper of Lim.109

The lifetimes computed in this work employ EOM coupled cluster energies and
eigenvectors. Whenever an energy level for a specific J was required, we used the
experimental energies.
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5.3 Lifetimes of the alkali earth atoms

5.3.1 Notation

Symbol Meaning
T (N −M) reduced transition moment from state N to M
A(N −M) transition probability from state N to M
S(N −M) line strength between states N and M
XCCSD(G) This work, CCSD approximation, Gaussian basis set
XCC3(G) This work, CC3 approximation, Gaussian basis set
XCCSD(S) This work, CCSD approximation, Slater basis set
XCC3(S) This work, CC3 approximation, Slater basis set

5.3.2 Lifetimes of the singlet states of the Mg atom
In Table 5.4 we present a comparison of our computed transition strengths with
other theoretical approaches, the relativistic multiconfigurational Hartree Fock ap-
proximation (Fischer114), the CI approximation with the B-spline basis (Chang and
Tang115), and the semi-empirical weakest bound electron potential model (Zheng
et al.116). The SXLM values of Chang and Tang were derived from AXLM with the
experimental excitation energies.

Table 5.4: Transition strengths SXLM (a.u.) for the Mg atom.

Transition XCC3(G) XCC3(S) Chang115 Fischer114 Zheng116

3s4s 1S − 3s3p 1P◦ 16.0 15.8 17.9 18.1 18.8
3s4p 1P◦ − 3s4s 1S 69.9 70.8 69.9 65.4 77.2
3s5s 1S − 3s4p 1P◦ 101.8 98.2 91.7 92.3 87.4
3s5s 1S − 3s3p 1P◦ 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.9
3s3d 1D − 3s3p 1P◦ 12.2 20.3 21.5 21.4 61.5
3s4p 1P◦ − 3s3d 1D 42.4 79.6 76.6 81.9 83.7

The XCC3(S) results are in a much better agreement with the results calculated
with other theoretical methods than the results obtained with the XCC3(G). The
most dramatic improvement is observed for the 3d 1D - 3p 1P◦ and 4p 1P◦ - 3d 1D
transitions.

The combination of the XCC3 method and the STOs basis set results in lifetimes
of the excited states of the Mg atom in a very good agreement with the available
experimental and theoretical data (Tables 5.5 and 5.6). For the singlet states, we find
an excellent agreement with the most recent experimental data of Gratton et al.,117

but not with the older experiment of Schaefer.118 The mean absolute percentage
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error of our results for the singlet states is about 8% relative to the data of Gratton
et al.117 The largest error, slightly above 10%, is found for the 3s4s 1S state. Our
results are also consistent with the lifetimes computed by Froese114 and Chang119

and in a significant disagreement with the semi-empirical values of Zheng.116

Table 5.5: Lifetimes τ in ns of the singlet excited states of the Mg atom.

Year Reference 3s3p 1P◦ 3s4s 1S 3s3d 1D 3s4p 1P◦ 3s5s 1S

Experiment
(2003) Ref. 117 − 46.2 ± 2.6 74.8 ± 3 14.3 101.0 ± 3.5
(1989) Ref. 120 2.3 44.0 ± 5 72.0 ± 4 13.4 ± 0.5 102.0 ± 5
(1984) Ref. 121 − 47.0 ± 3 81.0 ± 6 − 100.0 ± 5
(1971) Ref. 118 − − 57.0 ± 4 − 163.0 ± 8

Theory
(1975) Ref. 114 2.1 44.8 77.2 13.8 102.0
(1990) Ref. 119 2.1 45.8 79.5 14.3 100.0
(2001) Ref. 116 − 42.3 27.4 − 65.3
(2016) TDCC3(G) 2.1 47.0 200.0 − 99.8
(2016) XCC3(G) 2.1 53.8 163.9 14.6 91.9
(2016) XCC3(S) 2.1 51.7 79.7 14.1 111.9

All the computed lifetimes for the triplet states of Mg agree well with the existing
experimental and theoretical results (Table 5.6). Remarkably, the XCCSD(S) results
are close to the most recent experimental data of Aldenius122 for all states where the
data are available. The mean absolute percentage deviation from this data is about
8% and the largest error is found for the 3s4s 3S state. For the 3s5s 3S state other
theoretical results support the older values of Schaefer118 and Gratton.117 Similarly,
in the case of the 3s4s 3S state, the lifetimes calculated at the XCCSD(S) level
are slightly larger than the other theoretical results, yet in an excellent agreement
with the Aldenius experiment.122 For the 3s4p 3P state there are no experimental
results available, but all the theoretical lifetimes, including the XCCSD(S) one,
are consistent within 10% at worst. The triplet-triplet transition dipole moments
which are necessary to compute the lifetimes of the triplet states are not available
in the TD-CC implementation. Therefore, no comparison with the TD-CC method
is possible.
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Table 5.6: Lifetimes τ in ns of the triplet excited states of the Mg atom.

Year Reference 3s4s 3S 3s5s 3S 3s4p 3P 3s3d 3D

Experiment
(2007) Ref. 122 11.5 ± 1.0 29.0 ± 0.3 − 5.9 ± 0.4
(1980) Ref. 123 9.7 ± 0.6 − − 5.9 ± 0.4
(1972) Ref. 124 10.1 ± 0.8 − − 6.6 ± 0.5
(1971) Ref. 118 14.8 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 2.1 − 11.3 ± 0.8
(1982) Ref. 125 9.9 ± 1.25 − − 5.93
(1977) Ref. 126 9.7 ± 0.5 − − −
(2003) Ref. 117 9.8 ± 0.3 25.6 ± 2.1 − −

Theory
(1975) Ref. 114 9.86 26.8 74.5 6.18
(1988) Ref. 127 9.7 26.5 81.0 5.8
(1976) Ref. 128 9.07 − − 6.25
(1990) Ref. 119 9.98 27.5 77.0 5.89
(1981) Ref. 129 9.79 − − −
(2001) Ref. 116 − − 78.49 −
(2016) XCCSD(S) 12.7 29.9 70.44 5.33

5.3.3 The 4s4p 1P◦1 of the Ca atom and the 5s5p 1P◦1 state of the Sr
atom

The 4s4p 1P◦1 state of the Ca atom and the 5s5p 1P◦1 state of the Sr atom, can undergo
radiative dipole transitions to the ground states 4s2 1S0 and 5s2 1S0, respectively.
The reduced dipole transition moment is expressed by the formula

T (1P◦1 − 1S0) = 〈1P1||D1|| 1S0〉 =
√

3 〈1P0
1|z| 1S0

0〉 =
√

3 〈1B1u|z| 1Ag〉 . (5.34)

We used Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.10) to compute the lifetime of the 1P◦1 state for both
atoms (Tables 5.7 and 5.8). One should note that 4s4p 1P◦1 can also undergo transi-
tions to the 3d4s 1D2, 3d4s 3D1 and 3d4s 3D2 states, but the transition probabilities
to these states are a few orders of magnitude smaller than the transition to the
ground state, therefore their influence on the lifetime is negligible.

In both cases we observe that the lifetimes computed with the XCC3 method
are about 15% longer than those computed with the XCCSD method, regardless of
the basis used. Since the energies computed with the EOM-CC3 method (Tables 5.1
and 5.2) are in a much better agreement with the experimental values than those
computed with EOM-CCSD, we believe that the vectors used for the transition
moments computations are also of a better quality.
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Table 5.7: Lifetime τ in ns of 4s4p 1P◦1 state of the Ca atom.

Year Reference τ [ns]
Theory

(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 3.90
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 4.49
(2018) Yu and Derevianko130 4.61
(1991) Vaeck et al.131 4.52
(1981) Diffenderfer et al.132 4.17

Experiment
(2000) Zinner et al.133 4.535 ± 0.028
(1977) Havey et al.126 4.7 ± 0.5

Table 5.8: Lifetime τ in ns of the 5s5p 1P◦1 state of the Sr atom.

Year Reference τ [ns]
Theory

(2018) This work XCCSD(G) 4.50
(2018) This work XCC3(G) 5.15
(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 4.47
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 5.16
(2012) Skomorowski et al.43 5.09
(2010) Mitroy et al.134 5.35
(2008) Porsev et al.135 5.38

Experiment
(2006) Yasuda et al.136 5.263 ± 0.004
(2005) Nagel et al.137 5.22 ± 0.03

For the Ca atom our computed value of 4.49 ns is in perfect agreement with
the newest experimental result of Zinner et al.133 We also observe a very good
agreement with the computed lifetime τ = 4.61 ns of Yu and Derevianko130 where
the authors used CI+MBPT method, and τ = 4.52 of Vaeck et al.131 who used
multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock method.

Our theoretical result, τ = 5.16 ns, lays between the results of Skomorowski
et al. who used the TD-CC method using the Dalton code,138 Porsev et al,135

who used the MBPT+CI method and Mitroy et al.134 who used the large basis, CI
computations. Our computed lifetime is in a good agreement with both available
experimental results.
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5.3.4 The 3d4s 1D2 state of the Ca atom and 5s4d 1D2 of the Sr atom
The 6s5d 1D2 state of calcium and strontium is of special importance to this work
as three different transitions give contributions to the lifetime

τ[1D2] = 1
A(1D2,

1S0) +A(1D2,
3P2) +A(1D2,

3P1)
. (5.35)

The following equations, derived by the wigner code, were employed to compute
the quadrupole T (1D2,

1S0), and two spin-forbidden transitions, T (1D2,
3P2) and

T (1D2,
3P1),

T (1D2,
1S0) = 〈1D2||Q2|| 1S0〉 =

√
5
√

3
2 〈

1D0
2|Qzz| 1S0

0〉 (5.36)

=
√

5
√

3
2 〈

1Ag|Qzz|(1) 1Ag〉 ,

T (1D2,
3P2) = −

√
10〈

1D-1
2 |HSO| 3D-1

2 〉
E1D2 − E3D2

〈3D-1
2 |d1

-1| 3P0
2〉 (5.37)

= −
√

10

(
−1

2 〈(1) 1Ag|V x| 3B3g〉+ 1
2 〈(1) 1Ag|V y| 3B2g〉

)
E1D2 − E3D2

×
(1

4 〈
3B1u|x| 3B2g〉 −

1
4 〈

3B1u|y| 3B3g〉
)
,

T (1D2,
3P1) = −

√
15
2
〈1D-1

2 |HSO| 3D-1
2 〉

E1D2 − E3D2

〈3D-1
2 |d1

-1| 3P0
1〉 (5.38)

−
√

15
2
〈3P0

1|HSO| 1P0
1〉

E1P1 − E3P1

〈1P0
1|d1

0| 1D0
2〉

= −
√

15
2

(
−1

2 〈(1) 1Ag|V x| 3B3g〉+ 1
2 〈(1) 1Ag|V y| 3B2g〉

)
E1D2 − E3D2

×
(1

2 〈
3B2u|z| 3B3g〉+ 1

2 〈
3B2g|z| 3B3u〉

)
−
√

15
2

(
−1

2 〈
3B1u|V x| 3B2u〉+ 1

2 〈
3B1u|V y| 3B3u〉

)
E1P1 − E3P1

〈(1) 1Ag|z| 3B1u〉 .

Our computed lifetime for the Ca atom lies above both the experimental and
theoretical results. This is probably due to the fact that the quality of the obtained
excited states is not satisfactory (see the discussion in section 5.2).

For the Sr atom the situation is more interesting. We see that in the Gaussian
basis set the XCC3 lifetime Table 5.10 is larger than the XCCSD value. In the Slater
basis set, the trend is opposite. As the EOM-CC3(S) states are of the best quality
(see section 5.2), we compare the XCC3(S) value with the experiment. As shown
in Table 5.10, the existing experimental and theoretical results are scattered on the
interval from 0.30 to 0.49 ms. Our computed lifetime 0.34 ms is in the middle of
that range, which is close to the most recent (2005) experimental result τ = 0.30
ms of Courtillot et al.143
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Table 5.9: Lifetime τ in ms of 3d4s 1D2 state of the Ca atom.

Year Reference τ [ms]
Theory

(2018) This work XCC3(S) 3.5
(1985) Bauschlicher et al.139 3.05
(1985) Bauschlicher et al.139 2.76

Experiment
(2003) Beverini et al.140 2.3 ± 0.5
(1993) Drozdowski et al.141 1.5 ± 0.4
(1980) Pasternack et al.142 2.3 ± 0.5

Table 5.10: Lifetime τ in ms of 5s5p 1D2 state of the Sr atom.

Year Reference τ [ms]
Theory

(2018) This work XCCSD(G) 0.43
(2018) This work XCC3(G) 0.52
(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 0.36
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 0.34
(2012) Skomorowski et al.43 0.23
(1985) Bauschlicher et al.139 0.49

Experiment
(2005) Courtillot et al.143 0.30
(1988) Husain and Roberts144 0.41 ± 0.01

5.3.5 The 5s5p 3P◦1 state of the Sr atom

The transition from the 3P◦1 state to the ground state is a spin-forbidden transition,
therefore we compute it using Eq. (4.9). The wigner code was used to obtain
formulas in the point group symmetry basis

T (3P◦1 − 1S0) =
√

3 〈1S0
0|z| 1P1

1〉
〈1P1

1|HSO| 3P1
1〉

E3P1 − E1P1

=

=
√

3 〈1Ag|z| 1B1u〉
1
2

(〈1B1u|V x| 3B2u〉+ 〈1B1u|V y| 3B3u〉)
E3P1 − E1P1

(5.39)

Comparison of our results with the existing numerical and experimental data are
presented in Table 5.11. Skomorowski et al.43 obtained τ = 21.40 µs using TD-
CC3 method together with the multireference CI for the spin-orbit coupling matrix
elements. Porsev et al.145 obtained τ = 19 µs with the use of the CI+MBPT method.
Our computed lifetime τ = 24.6 µs is in a perfect agreement with the value obtained
by Santra et al.146 τ = 24.4 µs using an accurate effective core potential.
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The experimental result from 2006 of Zelevinsky et al.147 suggest a lower value
of τ = 21.5 µs.

Table 5.11: Lifetime τ in µs of 5s5p 3P◦1 state of the Sr atom.

Year Reference τ [µs]
Theory

(2018) This work XCCSD(G) 23.67
(2018) This work XCC3(G) 25.00
(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 23.24
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 24.60
(2012) Skomorowski et al.43 21.40
(2004) Santra et al.146 24.4
(2001) Porsev et al.145 19.0

Experiment
(2006) Zelevinsky et al.147 21.5 ± 0.2

5.3.6 The 5s4d 3D1 state of the Sr atom
We start by a comparison of the electric dipole reduced matrix elements for the
5s4d 3D1 → 5s5p 3P0 transition. Using the wigner code we derived the following
formula for this transition

T (3D1,
3P0) = 〈3D1||D1|| 3P0〉 =

√
3 〈3D0

1|d1
0| 3P0

0〉 =
√

3
(√ 2

15 〈(1) 3Ag|z| 3B1u〉

+
√

1
10 〈

3B3g|z| 3B2u〉+
√

1
10 〈

3B2g|z| 3B3u〉
)
. (5.40)

Our result T (3D1,
3P0) = 3.06 is slightly above error bars of the experimental and

theoretical estimates (Table 5.12). The total lifetime of the 5s4d 3D1 state gets
contributions from three decay channels

τ[3D1] = 1
A(3D2,

3P0) +A(3D2,
3P1) +A(3D2,

3P2)
. (5.41)

Our result is τ[3D1] = 1679 ns to be compared with the result of Porsev et al.135,
where the value of τ[3D1] = 2040 ns was obtained. Other results are not available in
the literature so the present agreement between the two theoretical results should
be considered as fair.

The only available measurements are for the whole multiplet 3D, where the
transition probability is defined as135

A3D = 1
15
∑
JJ ′

(2J ′ + 1)A(3DJ ′ ,
3PJ), (5.42)
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Table 5.12: Comparison of the electric dipole reduced matrix elements in [a.u.] for
the T (3D1,

3P0) transition in the Sr atom.

Year Reference T (3D1,
3P0)

Theory
(2018) This work XCCSD(G) 3.07
(2018) This work XCC3(G) 3.09
(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 3.04
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 3.06
(2008) Porsev et al.135 2.74
(2010) Guo148 2.53

Experiment
(2013) Safranova et al.149 2.675 ± 0.013
(1992) Miller et al.150 2.5 ± 0.1

therefore we computed all the components from the above sum. Below, we present
the formulas derived by wigner for all of the allowed transitions in this multiplet

T (3D1,
3P1) = 〈3D1||D1|| 3P1〉 =

√
6 〈3D1

1|d1
0| 3P1

0〉 =
√

3
( 1

2
√

5
〈(1) 3Ag|z| 3B1u〉

+ 1
4

√
3
5 〈

3B3g|z| 3B2u〉+ 1
4

√
3
5 〈

3B2g|z| 3B3u〉
)
, (5.43)

T (3D1,
3P2) = 〈3D1||D1|| 3P2〉 = (5.44)

=
√

5
( 1

2
√

10
〈(1) 3Ag|x| 3B3u〉+ 1

2
√

10
〈(1) 3Ag|y| 3B2u〉

)
,

T (3D2,
3P1) = 〈3D2||D1|| 3P1〉 = (5.45)

=
√

30
(1

4 〈
3B2g|x| 3B1u〉+ 1

4 〈
3B3g|y| 3B2u〉

)
,

T (3D2,
3P2) = 〈3D2||D1|| 3P2〉 = (5.46)

=
√

10
(1

4 〈
3B2g|x| 3B1u〉+ 1

4 〈
3B3g|y| 3B2u〉

)
,

T (3D3,
3P2) = 〈3D||D1|| 3P2〉 = (5.47)

=
√

21
( 1√

6
〈3B3g|z| 3B2u〉+ 1√

6
〈3B2g|z| 3B3u〉

)
.

From Table 5.13 it can be seen that there is no clear agreement between any theo-
retical and experimental results.

5.3.7 The 6s6p 3P◦1 state of the Ba atom

The 6s6p 3P◦1 state of the Ba atom can undergo radiative dipole transition to the 3D1

and 3D2 states, as well as undergo a spin-induced dipole transition to the ground
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Table 5.13: Lifetime τ in ns of 3d4s3D state of the Sr atom.

Year Reference τ ns
Theory

(2018) This work XCC3(S) 1813
(2008) Porsev et al.135 2400

Experiment
(1987) Borisov151 4100
(1992) Miller et al.150 2900

state 1S0. The total lifetime of the 6s6p 3P◦1 state is thus computed from

τ3P1 = 1
A(3P1,

3D1) +A(3P1,
3D2) +A(3P1,

1S0)
. (5.48)

The expressions for these transitions derived by wigner code are

T (3P◦1 − 3D1) = 〈3P1||D1|| 3D1〉 =
√

6 〈3P-1
1 ||d1

1|| 3D-1
1 〉 (5.49)

=
√

6
(
〈(1) 3Ag|z| 3B1u〉

2
√

5
+
√

3 〈3B3g|z| 3B2u〉
4
√

5
+
√

3 〈3B2g|z| 3B3u〉
4
√

5

)
T (3P◦1 − 3D2) = 〈3P1||D1|| 3D2〉 =

√
30 〈3P-1

1 ||d1
-1|| 3D0

2〉 (5.50)

=
√

30
(
〈3B2g|x| 3B1u〉

4 + 〈
3B3g|y| 3B1u〉

4

)

T (3P◦1 − 1S0) =
√

3 〈1S0
0|z| 1P1

1〉
〈1P1

1|HSO| 3P1
1〉

E3P1 − E1P1

= (5.51)

=
√

3 〈1Ag|z| 1B1u〉
1
2

(〈1B1u|V x| 3B2u〉+ 〈1B1u|V y| 3B3u〉)
E3P1 − E1P1

Kulaga et al.154 used Hartree-Fock with relativistic corrections with the inclu-
sion of the core-valence electron correlation. Within slight modifications of their
approach they obtained τ in the range of 0.994− 1.120 µs. Hafner et al.152 used the
relativistic pseudo potential approach and obtained τ = 1.25. Our computed value
of 1.33 µs is in a very good agreement with the result τ = 1.37 µs of Dzuba et al.153

obtained with the relativistic Hartree-Fock method together with the CI method.

We also observe very good agreement with the experimental results, especially
with the newer experiments. One should note that the computation of the lifetime
of the 6s6p 3P◦1 state is very subtle and sensitive to the value of the 〈1P1

1|HSO| 3P1
1〉

transition. Therefore, the agreement of our result with the measured values of τ is
a considerable achievement.
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Table 5.14: Lifetime τ in µs of the 6s6p 3P◦1 state of the Ba atom.

Year Reference τ [µs]
Theory

2018 This work XCCSD(G) 1.16
2018 This work XCC3(G) 1.33
2018 This work XCCSD(S) 1.24
2018 This work XCC3(S) 1.33
1978 Hafner et al.152 1.25
2000 Dzuba et al.153 1.37
2001 Kulaga et al.154 0.994 − 1.120

Experiment
2006 Scielzo et al.155 1.345 ± 0.014
1995 Brustand Gallagher156 1.351 ± 0.055
1968 Swagel and Lurio157 1.2 ± 1
1961 Bucka158 1.200 ± 0.100

5.3.8 The 6s6p 1P1 state of the Ba atom

The 6s6p 1P1 state of the Ba atom, undergo radiative dipole transition to the 6s2 1S0

state, and the transition moment is given by

T (1P◦1 − 1S0) =
√

3 〈1Ag|z| 1B1u〉 . (5.52)

The total lifetime of the 6s6p 1P1 state gets contributions from four decay channels

τ1P1 = 1
A(1P1,

1S0) +A(1P1,
3D2) +A(1P1,

3D1) +A(1P1,
1D2)

. (5.53)

While the A(1P1,
1S0) transition probability is of order 108 s−1, the remaining tran-

sition probabilities are of order 105 s−1 and less. Therefore their influence on the
radiative lifetime (within the presented accuracy) is negligible. In Table 5.15 we
present the result for the transition probability A(1P1,

1S0)

While our result is well within the error bars of the older experiments of Hulpke
et al.165 and Bernhardt et al.,164 it is slightly higher than the newer experiment of
Niggli and Huber.162 Our computed value of A = 1.28 is placed in the middle of the
other theoretical results. Unfortunately the lifetime is very sensitive to change in
A, therefore our lifetime is about 8% shorter than the theoretical and experimental
results from Table 5.16.
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Table 5.15: Transition probability A [108 s−1] of the 6s6p 1P1− 6s2 1S0 transition in
the Ba atom.

Year Reference A [108 s−1]
Theory

(2018) This work XCCSD(G) 1.67
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 1.30
(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 1.66
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 1.28
(1987) Migdalek et al.159 1.06a

(1985) Bauschlicher et al.160 1.23
(1969) Friedrich et al.161 1.33

Experiment
(1987) Niggli and Huber162 1.19 ± 0.01
(1985) Jahreiss and Huber163 1.19 ± 0.60
(1976) Bernhardt et al.164 1.18a ± 0.12
(1964) Hulpke et al.165 1.15a ± 0.12
a Values computed from oscillator strengths given in Ref.
159

Table 5.16: Lifetime τ in ns of the 6s6p 1P◦1 state of the Ba atom.

Year Reference τ ns
Theory

(2018) This work XCCSD(G) 5.98
(2018) This work XCC3(G) 7.68
(2018) This work XCCSD(S) 6.00
(2018) This work XCC3(S) 7.82
(2000) Dzuba et al.153 9.1

Experiment
(1977) Kelly and Mathur166 8.37 ± 0.08
(1964) Hulpke et al.165 8.36 ± 0.25

5.3.9 The 6s5d 3D2 state of the Ba atom

We performed computation of the spin-induced quadrupole transition for the 6s5d 3D2

state. The following expression was derived by the wigner code

T (3D2,
1S0) = 〈6s5d 3D2||Q||6s2 1S0〉 =

√
5 〈6s5d 3D0

2|Q2
0|6s2 1S0

0〉 (5.54)

=
√

5〈6s5d
3D0

2|HSO|6s5d 1D0
2〉

E3D0
2
− E1D0

2

〈6s5d 1D0
2|Q2

0|6s2 1S0
0〉
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=
√

5

(
−1

2 〈(1) 1Ag|V x| 3B3g〉+ 1
2 〈(1) 1Ag|V y| 3B2g〉

)
E3D0

2
− E1D0

2

×
√

3
2 〈

1Ag|Qzz|(1) 1Ag〉 .

Q2
0 =

√
3
2Qzz (5.55)

In Table 5.17 we present the comparison of our results with the available theoretical
data, as no experimental results could be obtained thus far. Unfortunately, there

Table 5.17: Lifetimes for 5s6d 3D2 [s] for barium atom. (T/E, L/V) denote Theo-
retical/Experimental energy and Length/Velocity representation.

Ref. Method τ [s]
This work XCC3(G) 20.0
Ref. 167 MCDF-I (T, L) 418.3
Ref. 167 MCDF-I (T, V) 3404.2
Ref. 167 MCDF-I (E, L) 582.6
Ref. 167 MCDF-I (E, V) 4153.0
Ref. 167 MCDF-II (T, L) 43.6
Ref. 167 MCDF-II (T, V) 50.6
Ref. 167 MCDF-II (E, L) 59.4
Ref. 167 MCDF-II (E, V) 60.9
Ref. 168 MCHF 20.0

are very few theoretical data available for this state in the literature. Migdalek et
al.167 employed a relativistic multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock method (MCDF), and
performed two types of calculations. In MCDF-I the relativistic counterparts of only
6s5d and 5d2 configurations are included, and in MCDF-II the 6p2 configuration is
also included. The authors presented their results for the 5s6d 3D2 Ba lifetime both
in the length and velocity representations, and it is clear from Table 5.17 that a huge
scatter in the results was observed for MCDF-I. As the difference between length-
velocity could be used to verify the quality of a method, the authors suggest that
the MCDF-II method worked better in this case. We also compare our results with
the computations of Trefftz,168 where multi-configurational Hartree-Fock (MCHF)
wave functions were used with the configuration interaction method including the
spin-orbit coupling. The authors obtained τ = 20 [s] which is in a perfect agreement
with our computed value of τ = 20.0 [s].
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5.4 Numerical demonstration of the Hermitic-
ity

The exact transition moment T XLM is Hermitian, i.e., it satisfies the relation given
by

T XLM = (T XML)?. (5.56)

This implies that the transition strength SXLM ,

SLM = |TLM |2 (5.57)

cannot be negative.
For illustration we investigated some problematic transitions in the Mg atom and

Mg2 molecule which have been encountered beforehand.40 We found that the transi-
tions strengths for the 3s3d 1D− 3s3p 1P◦, 3s3d 1D− 3s4p 1P and 3s3d 1D− 3s5p 1P
transitions computed with the TD-CC code exhibited a non-physical behavior, i.e.,
some of the contributions were negative. No such artifacts were found in any tran-
sition strengths contributions with the XCC theory. In Table 5.18 we present the
differences between T XLM and (T XML)? computed with the TD-CC and XCC theories.
In TD-CC these differences are significant, especially in situations where one is pos-
itive and the other is negative. In the XCC method the Hermiticity is numerically
insignificant, and the errors are usually an order of magnitude smaller compared to
TD-CC.

Table 5.18: T XLM and (T XML)? computed with the TD-CC and XCC methods for
the Mg atom.

Transition T XLM(TDCC) (T XML)?(TDCC) T XLM(XCC) (T XML)?(XCC)
aug-cc-pVQZ

3s4s 1S− 3s3p 1P◦ 4.30 4.26 4.00 4.01
3s4p 1P◦ − 3s4s 1S 8.39 8.30 8.36 8.36

d-aug-cc-pVQZ
3s5s 1S− 3s4p 1P◦ 10.12 10.04 10.08 10.09
3s5s 1S− 3s3p 1P◦ 0.60 0.60 0.51 0.51
3s3d 1D− 3s3p 1P◦ 0.67 −0.40 1.40 1.43
3s4p 1P− 3s3d 1D −1.18 0.72 2.64 2.63



Chapter 6 Summary
and Conclusions

In the present thesis, the extension of the expectation value coupled cluster method
(XCC) for the computation of transition matrix elements between a ground state
and an excited state and between a pair of excited states, for the singlet-singlet,
triplet-triplet and singlet-triplet transitions is reported. The XCC theory for the
singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transitions was originally published by Tucholska
et al. in Paper I18 and Paper II.19 We demonstrate that our approach can easily be
applied to any one-electron operator, including the spin-orbit operator. The work
on the computation of the spin-orbit matrix elements is published in this thesis for
the first time and is the basis for an upcoming publication.77

Using the XCC formalism we were able to propose a methodology alternative
to the conventional TD-CC response theory. The latter is less straightforward and
computationally more demanding. The difference between these approaches lays in
the steps that follow the computation of conventional ground-state amplitudes of
the operator T . The TD-CC method requires the computation of both the left and
right CC Jacobian eigenvectors and, in addition to that, an iterative procedure to
solve the equations for the Lagrange multipliers. In contrast, the XCC theory for
the excited states requires only the right (or left) Jacobian eigenvectors, and only a
single-step computation of the amplitudes of the auxiliary operator S. In addition to
that, while in both approaches the formulas are size-intensive, the XCC is the only
method that yields the proper Hermitian symmetry. Apart from this, our formalism
is conceptually simple and easily extendable to general operators.

We have shown that the violation of the Hermiticity in the TD-CC theory leads
to unphysical results in some cases. In Table 5.18, we presented specific examples
where the left and right transition moments have different signs and as a result
the transition strength, which should be a positive value, is negative. Although
XCC is strictly Hermitian only if one uses the exact operator S, in practice, for
truncated S, the deviations from the Hermitian symmetry of the transition moments
are numerically negligible.

In this dissertation we have also presented an approach for the computation of
transition moments between a ground and an excited state which is an alternative
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to the approach of our previous work.18 We have derived the expression for the
transition strength between the ground and exited states, from the quadratic re-
sponse function 〈〈X, Y, Z〉〉ωY ,ωZ . This is our preferred approach because it treats
the ground state-excited state and excited state-excited state transition moments
using consistent approximations.

The methodology presented here can easily be extended to the CC models other
that CCSD and CC3 provided that the set of commutators/contributions retained
in the working formulas for the transition moment matrix elements properly corre-
sponds to the choice of the ground state amplitudes. Our final result, Eq. (3.57), is
presented in a commutator form, and can be approximated at any level.

To apply the main equation for the transition matrix element, Eq. (3.57), we
expand it in MBPT orders, taking into account that the amplitudes t are from
the CCSD or CC3 calculations and the Jacobian eigenvectors are computed with
the EOM-CCSD or EOM-CC3 methods. Our conclusion is that the third order of
MBPT is sufficient to obtain converged results, see Figs. 3.2 to 3.7

The results for the radiative lifetimes, and transition probabilities are presented
in the literature in a rich variety of conventions. Therefore, we wrote a simple
Mathematica code to deal with the arduous task of obtaining the results that are
comparable to the experimental and theoretical works.

The performance of our method was tested on selected systems, the Mg, Ca,
Sr and Ba atoms. Several aspects were investigated. Mainly, our interest was
to compute lifetimes for systems where very few or none experimental results are
available. Next, we analyzed the existing computations from other theoretical works.
We discussed the possible origins of differences. Within our own theory we compared
the CCSD vs CC3 results. Also the use of the Slater basis set and it is influence
on the excited states energies and transition moments was discussed. One of the
most striking advantages of the Slater basis was much better convergence to desired
states, even in CCSD case, where the Gaussian basis performed poorly.

The spin-orbit interaction in this work was included perturbatively by computing
the matrix element of the SO part of the pseudopotential. This approach allowed
us to test the performance of our method for medium and heavy atoms where the
SO interaction is most important. There is yet still a necessity to adapt our theory
for light atoms were pseudopotentials are not that common, and usually all-electron
computations are performed.

There is room to extend the XCC theory for magnetic moments, nonadiabatic
coupling, open-shell systems. The features presented in this thesis form a strong
basis for a complete theory for the computation of the transition properties.
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Theory of one-electron transition density matrices has been formulated within the time-independent
coupled cluster method for the polarization propagator [R. Moszynski, P. S. Żuchowski, and B.
Jeziorski, Coll. Czech. Chem. Commun. 70, 1109 (2005)]. Working expressions have been obtained
and implemented with the coupled cluster method limited to single, double, and linear triple ex-
citations (CC3). Selected dipole and quadrupole transition probabilities of the alkali earth atoms,
computed with the new transition density matrices are compared to the experimental data. Good
agreement between theory and experiment is found. The results obtained with the new approach
are of the same quality as the results obtained with the linear response coupled cluster theory. The
one-electron density matrices for the ground state in the CC3 approximation have also been imple-
mented. The dipole moments for a few representative diatomic molecules have been computed with
several variants of the new approach, and the results are discussed to choose the approximation with
the best balance between the accuracy and computational efficiency. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4896056]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging problems of modern quan-
tum chemistry is an accurate and fast computation of molecu-
lar properties. Coupled cluster theory (CC), which is the gold
standard of quantum chemical methods, combines an accu-
rate description of the electronic structure with an affordable
computational cost for medium sized molecules. The coupled
cluster Ansatz is presented as1–9

� = eT �, (1)

where the cluster operator T for an N electron system is the
sum of single, double, and higher excitations, T = T1 + T2
+ · · · + TN, and � is the reference function. Due to the expo-
nential form of the Ansatz, the CC theory is size-extensive for
any truncation of T. The possibility of restricting T to a partic-
ular excitation level introduces a hierarchy of approximations:
coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD), coupled cluster
singles, doubles, and triples (CCSDT), etc. Also, the methods
CC210 and CC3,11 approximating CCSD and CCSDT, respec-
tively, were developed. The CC3 equations for T1 and T2 have
the same form as in CCSDT. The equation for T3, however,
includes only terms up to the second order in the fluctuation
potential. The CC3 approximation ensures that the triple am-
plitudes are correct through the second order, while there is no
need for storing T3 in memory: they are readily computable
on the fly with expressions including single and double exci-
tations. The ground state CC3 model scales as N 7, whereas
CCSDT scales as N 8, with the size of the basis N .

Currently, molecular properties of the ground state within
the CC framework are computed as the derivative of the
first-order Lagrangian with respect to the field strength.12, 13

a)Electronic mail: tuchol@tiger.chem.uw.edu.pl

An alternative method, referred to as XCC, was proposed
by Jeziorski and Moszynski14 and further investigated by
Moszynski et al.,15, 16 Korona and Jeziorski,17 and Korona,
Przybytek, and Jeziorski.18 In the XCC approach, the first-
order properties are computed directly from the definition of
the quantum-mechanical expectation value. This formalism is
conceptually simple and its computational cost is lower than
in the case of the Lagrangian technique as it does not require
finding the expensive left-hand solution of the CC equations,
the so-called � or Z vector.12, 13

The main object of interest in this study is the linear re-
sponse function ��X; Y��ω, often referred to in the literature as
the polarization propagator. The linear response function de-
scribes the response of an observable X to the perturbation Y
oscillating with the frequency ω. The residues of the polariza-
tion propagator are connected to many physical observables,
e.g., transition probabilities, lifetimes, and line strengths. For
real ω and for purely real or purely imaginary perturbations
Y, the polarization propagator satisfies the following relation:

��X; Y ��ω = ��X; Y ��−ω, (2)

which reflects the time-reversal symmetry.
The linear response function within CC theory can be

computed either from the response theory (LRCC)19–21 or
from the time-independent XCC theory.22 Both theories give
the polarization propagator satisfying Eq. (2). In the LRCC
approach, the time-reversal symmetry of the linear response
function follows from the restriction of the time-dependent
expectation value to the real part, which is otherwise not
guaranteed to be real if an approximate coupled cluster wave
function is employed. In XCC, one starts from the exact ex-
pression for the polarization propagator. Thus, the correct
symmetry is present in the XCC theory from the start. The
final form of the polarization propagator in this theory is

0021-9606/2014/141(12)/124109/9/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC141, 124109-1
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Hermitian in the sense that any truncation of the cluster oper-
ators does not violate the correct time-reversal symmetry.

During the 20 years since the initial formulation of the
XCC method,14 numerous studies restricted to the CCSD
level were reported: electrostatic15 and exchange16 contri-
butions to the interaction energies of closed-shell systems,
first-order molecular properties,17 static and dynamic dipole
polarizabilites,18 frequency-dependent density susceptibili-
ties employed in SAPT(CC).23 In this paper, we present the
derivation and implementation of the transition density matri-
ces obtained from the XCC linear response function22 at the
CC3 level. Also, the results for the first-order one-electron
properties at the CC3 level are presented in order to test vari-
ous approximations to the XCC theory.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive
the formula for the first-order properties within the XCC3 the-
ory. We also report the derivation of the transition density ma-
trices from the XCC linear response function. Next, in Sec. III
we present the numerical results for the ground-state dipole
moments of some representative diatomic molecules. We dis-
cuss various approximations to the XCC3 theory that offer
the best balance between the accuracy and computational ef-
ficiency. We continue the discussion of the results with the
atomic dipole and quadrupole transition probabilities com-
puted within the XCC3 theory. Whenever possible, extensive
comparison with the experimental data as well as with the data
obtained from the LRCC3 calculations is reported. Finally in
Sec. IV we conclude our paper.

II. THEORY

A. Basic definitions

All the operators in this work are expressed through the
singlet orbital replacement operators24

Epq = a
†
pαaqα + a

†
pβaqβ, (3)

which satisfy the commutation relation [Epq, Ers] = Epsδrq
− Erqδps. From now on, a, b, c. . . and i, j, k. . . denote virtual
and occupied orbital indices, respectively, and p, q, r. . . gen-
eral indices. The cluster operator T is represented in a compact
form as a sum of n-tuple excitation operators Tn,

Tn = 1

n!

�

μ
n

tμ
n
μn, (4)

where μn stands for the product of the n singlet excitation op-
erators EaiEbj· · · Efm. The CC amplitudes satisfy the following
permutation symmetry relations:

tab
ij = tba

ji

(5)
tabc
ijk = tacb

ikj = tbac
jik = tbca

jki = t cab
kij = t cba

kji .

The excitation energies in this work are obtained from the
diagonalization of the CC Jacobian matrix,19, 25, 26

Aμ
n
μ

m
=

�
�μn| [e−T HeT ,μm]

�
, (6)

where we introduce the shorthand notation �X|Y� = �X�|Y��,
�X� = ��|X��. The elements of the Jacobian are defined in

the biorthonormal basis

��μn|νn� = δμ
n
ν
n
. (7)

For the single and double excitation manifolds we used
the basis proposed by Helgaker, Jorgensen, and Olsen.26 A
biorthonormal and nonredundant basis for the triply excited
manifold is derived in the Appendix.

The expectation value of an observable in the XCC the-
ory is given by the explicitly connected, size-consistent ex-
pression introduced by Jeziorski and Moszynski14

X̄ = �eS†
e−T XeT e−S†�. (8)

The auxiliary operator S = S1 + S2 + · · · + SN is the solution
of the following equation:

Sn = Tn − 1

n
P̂n

��

k=1

1

k!
[�T †, T ]k

�

−1

n
P̂n

��

k=1

�

m=0

1

k!

1

m!
[[�S, T †]k, T ]m

�
, (9)

where

�T =
N�

n=1

nTn,
�S =

N�

n=1

nSn (10)

and

[A,B]k = [[· · · [[A,B], B] · · · ]� 	
 �
nested k times

. (11)

The superoperator P̂n(X) projects the n-tuple excitation part
of an arbitrary operator X,

P̂n(X) = 1

n!

�

μ
n

�
�μn|X

�
μn. (12)

The expanded expression for Sn, Eq. (9), is finite, though
it contains cumbersome terms with multiply-nested com-
mutators. These terms are of high order in the fluctuation
potential.14 Also, the r.h.s. of Eq. (9) depends on S, therefore
solving this equation requires an iterative procedure. How-
ever, S can efficiently be approximated while retaining the
size consistency of the expectation value expression. Below,
we present the expressions for Sn(m) for n ∈ {1, 2, 3} and m
∈ {2, 3, 4}, with m denoting the highest many-body perturba-
tion theory (MBPT) order fully included,

S1(2) = T1

S1(3) = S1(2) + P̂1

�
[T †

1 , T2]


+ P̂1

�
[T †

2 , T3]


S1(4) = S1(3) + P̂1

�
[[T †

2 , T1], T2]


+ 1

2
P̂1

�
[[T †

3 , T2], T2]
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S2(2) = T2
(13)

S2(3) = S2(2) + 1

2
P̂2

�
[[T †

2 , T2], T2]


S2(4) = S2(3) + P̂2

�
[T †

1 , T3]


S3(2) = T3

S3(4) = S3(3) + 1

2
P̂3

�
[[T †

1 , T2], T2]


+P̂3

�
[[T †

2 , T2], T3]


.

We test the accuracy of three approximations denoted as
XCC3S(m), with m = 2, 3, 4,

XCC3S(2) : S1(2) + S2(2) + S3(2)

XCC3S(3) : S1(3) + S2(3) + S3(2)

XCC3S(4) : S1(4) + S2(4) + S3(2).

(14)

One should note that in all three approximations S3 = T3.
The accuracy of S depends on the underlying wave func-

tion model. The CC3 method includes T1 and T2 correct
through the third order and T3 correct through the second or-
der. The accuracy of S1, S2, and S3 is of the same order of
MBPT as the accuracy of the corresponding T1, T2, and T3
amplitudes. The lowest order contributions to S4 are of the
third order, but this quantity appears only in the fourth order
contributions to the transition density matrices, and is not re-
quired.

Using the commutator expansion in Eq. (8) we obtain the
following formula for the expectation value of an operator at
the CC3 level of theory:

X̄ =
8�

M=0

X̄(M) = �X�(0)

+
�
S1|X

�(2) +
�
[X, T1]

�(2) +
�
S2| [X, T2]

�(2)

+
�
S1| [X, T2]

�(3) +
�
S2| [X, T3]

�(3)

+
�
S1| [X, T1]

�(4) +
�
S2| [[X, T1], T2]

�(4)

+
�
S3| [X, T3]

�(4) + 1

2

�
S3| [[X, T2], T2]

�(4)

+ 1

2

�
S2

1 | [X, T2]
�(5) + 1

2

�
S1S2| [[X, T2], T2]

�(5)

+ 1

2

�
S1S2| [X, T3]

�(5)

+ 1

2

�
S1| [[X, T1], T1]

�(6) + 1

2

�
S2

1 | [X, T3]
�(6)

+ 1

2

�
S2

1 | [[X, T1], T2]
�(7)

+ 1

12

�
S3

1 | [[X, T2], T2]
�(8) + 1

6

�
S3

1 | [X, T3]
�(8)

. (15)

The upper index of X̄(M) indicates an Mth order contribution.
Apart from Tn and Sn for n > 3, no other approximations have
been introduced in Eq. (15).

B. XCC3 transition density matrices

In the exact theory, the polarization propagator is defined
by the following expression:27

��X; Y ��ω = −
�
�0|Y

Q

H − E0 + ω
X�0

�

−
�
�0|X

Q

H − E0 − ω
Y�0

�
, (16)

where H denotes the Hamiltonian, �0 is the normalized
ground-state wave function, E0 is the ground state energy, and
Q is the projection operator on the space spanned by all ex-
cited states. The line strength S0K

XY of the transition to the Kth
excited state is obtained as the residue of the linear response
function

lim
ω→ω

K

(ω − ωK )��X; Y ��ω

=
�

K �
��0|X�K � ���K � |Y�0� = S0K

XY (17)

lim
ω→−ω

K

(ω + ωK )��X; Y ��ω

= −
�

K �
��0|Y�K � ���K � |X�0� = SK0

XY , (18)

where K� runs over all degenerate states corresponding
to the excitation energy ωK. The time-reversal symmetry,
Eq. (2), is transferred from the polarization propagator to the
line strength SXY through the relation

S0K
XY = −

�
SK0

XY

�

. (19)

Moszynski, Zuchowski, and Jeziorski22 have expressed the
polarization propagator within the framework of the XCC
theory

��X; Y ��ω
= �e−SeT †

Ye−T †
eS |P̂(eS†

�X(ω)e−S†
)� + g.c.c., (20)

where g.c.c. (generalized complex conjugate) denotes the
complex conjugation of the r.h.s. and substitution of ω for
−ω. Not only this expression satisfies the time reversal sym-
metry, but is also size-consistent because it can solely be rep-
resented in terms of commutators.

The operator �X(ω) appearing in Eq. (20) is solution of
the linear response equation,22

�
�μ| [e−T HeT ,�X(ω)] + ω�X(ω) + e−T XeT

�
= 0, (21)

where �X(ω) = �X
1 (ω) + �X

2 (ω) + · · · + �X
N (ω), and

�X
n (ω) is an excitation operator of the form

�X
n =

�

μ
n

�
OX

μ
n
(ω)μn, (22)

where
��

μ
n

stands for restricted summation over non-
redundant excitations for double excitations ai ≥ bj and for
triple excitations ai ≥ bj ≥ ck. Using the transformation from
the molecular orbital basis to the Jacobian basis

μn =
�

M

L

μ

n
MrM, �μ


n =
�

M

R

μ

n
Ml
M, (23)
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�X(ω) can be written as

�X(ω) =
�

M

N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�L

μ

n
MOX

μ
n
(ω)rM

=
�

M

OX
M (ω)rM.

(24)

Equation (21) takes then the form

�lM |[e−T HeT , rM ]�OX
M (ω)

+ωOX
M (ω) + �lM |e−T XeT � = 0, (25)

where �lM|[e−THeT, rM]� is the Mth excitation energy ωM, and
we used the biorthonormality condition �lM|rK� = δMK. The
OX

M (ω) reads

OX
M (ω) = −

�
lM |e−T XeT

�

ωM + ω
. (26)

We will now translate Eq. (20) into a computationally
transparent form. The action of the projection superopera-
tor P̂ = P̂1 + P̂2 + · · · + P̂N on the commutator expansion
of eS†

�X(ω)e−S†
produces a sum of multiply nested commu-

tators

P̂

⎛
⎝

N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�
n−1�

k=0

1

k!
[S†,OX

μ
n
(ω)]k

⎞
⎠

=
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�OX
μ

n

n−1�

k=0

1

k!

�

�

[S†
n1

, [· · · [S†
n

k−1
, [S†

n
k
,μn] · · · ]],

(27)

where the last summation runs over all sequences satisfying
the condition

� : k ≤ n1 + · · · + nk ≤ n − 1. (28)

Using Eq. (27), the polarization propagator in the molecular
orbital basis takes the form

��X; Y ��ω =
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�OX
μ

n
(ω)γ Y

μ
n
+ g.c.c., (29)

where we use the shorthand notation for γ Y
μ

n
and η(μn), re-

spectively,

γ Y
μ

n
= �eS†

e−T Y eT e−S†
η(μn)�,

η(μn) =
n−1�

k=0

1

k!

�

�

[S†
n1

, [· · · [S†
n

k−1
, [S†

n
k
,μn] · · · ]].

(30)

Transformation of Eq. (29) to the Jacobian basis leads to the
following expression:

��X; Y ��ω

= −
�

M

�lM |e−T XeT ��eS†
e−T Y eT e−S†

η(rM )�
ωM + ω

+ g.c.c.,

= −
�

M

ξX
Mγ Y

M

ωM + ω
+ g.c.c., (31)

where

ξX
M =

�
lM

��e−T XeT
�

=
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�Lμ
n
M

�
μn|e−T XeT

�

=
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�Lμ
n
MξX

μ
n
.

γ Y
M =

�
eS†

e−T Y eT e−S†
η(rM )

�

=
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�Rμ
n
M�eS†

e−T Y eT e−S†
η(μn)�

=
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�Rμ
n
Mγ Y

μ
n
.

(32)

The transition strength matrices are computed as the
residues of the XCC linear response function

S0K
XY = −

�

K �
γ Y

K �ξ
X
K � SK0

XY =
�

K �
(γ Y

K �)
(ξX
K �)
. (33)

The line strengths are connected by the relation of antiher-
miticity, Eq. (19), which comes up naturally in the XCC for-
malism. As our formulas for the transition strength matrices
are exclusively expressed in terms of commutators, they are
automatically size intensive, regardless of any truncation of
the T or S operators.

We now present the scheme of approximations to the
product

γ Y
K ξX

K =
N�

n=1

�

μ
n

�Rμ
n
Mγ Y

μ
n

N�

m=1

�

μ
m

�Lμ
m
MξX

μ
m
. (34)

The explicit expressions for γ Y
μ and ξX

μ in the CC3 approxi-
mation are

�
γ Y

μ1

�CC3 = �(Y + [S†
1, Y ] + [S†

2, Y ] + [S†
2, [Y, T1]]

+[S†
2, [Y, T2]] + [S†

3, [Y, T2]])μ1�,
�
ξX
μ1

�CC3 = �μ1|X + [X, T1] + [X, T2]�,
�
γ Y

μ2

�CC3 = �([S†
2, Y ] + [S†

3, Y ] + [S†
2, [S†

1, Y ]]

+[S†
2, [Y, T1]] + [S†

3, [Y, T2]])μ2�
+�(Y + [S†

2, Y ])[S†
1,μ2]�,

(35)�
ξX
μ2

�CC3 = �μ2|[X, T2] + [X, T3]

+[[X, T1], T2]�,
(γ Y

μ3
)CC3 = �([S†

3, Y ] + [S†
2, [S†

1, Y ]]

+1

2
[S†

2, [S†
2, Y ]])μ3� + �[S†

2, Y ][S†
1,μ3]�,

+�(Y + [S†
1, Y ] + [S†

2, Y ])[S†
2,μ3]�,

�
ξX
μ3

�CC3 = �μ3|[X, T3] + 1

2
[[X, T2], T2]

+[[X, T1], T2]�.
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The expressions for γ Y
μ and ξX

μ contain contributions up to
and including the third order of MBPT. In γ Y

μ2
and γ Y

μ3
, we

have omitted the third order terms 1
2 �[S†

2, [S†
2, [Y, T2]]]μ2�

and 1
2 �[S†

2, [S†
2, [Y, T2]]]μ3� as they are computationally much

more demanding than the rest of the contributions. The S1 and
S2 operators are correct through the third order, and the S3
operator contains only the leading term correct through the
second order, Eq. (13).

All the implementation-ready formulas presented in this
work have been derived with the assistance of the Pal-
dus program developed in our laboratory. Paldus is a pro-
gram for an automated implementation of any level of theory
expressible through the products of singlet orbital replace-
ment operators. The formulas obtained with Paldus pro-
gram are automatically optimized and incorporated into the
parallelized, standalone Fortran code.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. First-order properties at the CC3 level of theory

We present the results for the ground-state dipole mo-
ments of diatomic molecules calculated at the XCC3 level of
theory. The geometries of the diatomic molecules are kept at
their equilibrium values.28 Comparison is done with the ex-
perimental data29 and with the LRCC3 results. For all the
molecules we employ the def2-QZVPP basis set.30

Figs. 1–3 show the unsigned percentage error of the
dipole moment relative to the experimental value �rel
:= |δq|/|qexp| × 100% as a function of the highest-order
term included in Eq. (15). In each plot, separate lines rep-
resent approximations to the auxiliary operator S, denoted as
XCC3S(m). Thus, there are two levels of approximation: one
for the expectation value formula, Eq. (15), and one for the
operator S, Eq. (14).

In each case, the convergence of the expectation value
defined by Eq. (15) is achieved after including the terms up
to and including the fifth order. However, the inclusion of the
higher-order terms does not introduce much additional com-

FIG. 1. �rel of the dipole moment of HF.

FIG. 2. �rel of the dipole moment of CO.

putational costs. The most time consuming terms that scale
as N 8 appear in the fourth and higher orders. Introduction of
intermediates reduces the scaling of all such terms to N 7. As
the most expensive terms appear already in the fourth order,
computing the full sum, Eq. (15), is essentially of the same
cost as computing only the partial sums.

An inspection of Figs. 1–3 shows that in all three cases
the use of XCC3S(3) brings an improvement over XCC3S(2)
relative to the experimental values. The most challenging case
is the CO molecule. For this system, the XCC3S(2) level of
theory is unacceptable with �rel reaching 90%. A huge reduc-
tion of this error is observed for XCC3S(3) and XCC3S(4).

Importantly, in every case improving the accuracy of S
improves the accuracy of the results. However, going from
XCC3S(3) to XCC3S(4) brings only a negligible improve-
ment not worth the corresponding increase in the computa-
tional complexity, from N 7 to N 8. We thus recommend the
XCCS(3) level of theory; this will be the approximation of S
employed to compute second order properties.

FIG. 3. �rel of the dipole moment of CS.
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TABLE I. Dipole moments computed with the XCC3S(3) and LRCC3
methods. The def2-QZVPP basis set was employed for molecules at equi-
librium geometries. The experimental data are given in Debye, and the com-
puted values are given as an signed error �method = μexp − μmethod.

Molecule Exp. �XCC3S(3) �LRCC3

LiH 5.884 0.0400 0.0463
HF 1.826 0.0235 0.0071
LiF 6.3274 0.0179 0.0879
CO 0.1098 0.0222 − 0.0264
NaLi 0.463 − 0.0107 − 0.0263
HCl 1.1086 0.0169 − 0.0216
NaF 8.156 − 0.0015 0.0812
CS 1.958 0.0530 0.0055

We compare our method with the Lagrangian technique
of Hald and Jørgensen.13 Table I shows the signed absolute er-
rors of both methods applied to the dipole moments of the test
set of diatomics with the experimental data. On the average,
the XCC3S(3) method is only slightly better than LRCC3. In-
deed, the mean absolute error for XCC3S(2) is equal to 0.023
and for LRCC3 is equal to 0.038.

This result is encouraging since the XCC3 method is con-
ceptually simpler and computationally less demanding than
the LRCC3 approach. While both methods employ the same
model for the ground-state wave function (that scales as v4o3,
where v and o stand for the number of the virtual and occu-
pied orbitals, respectively), the difference lies in the compu-
tation of the auxiliary operators required for the one-electron
properties, i.e., the Lagrangian multipliers in the case of the
LRCC approach and the operator S in the case of the XCC
method. The equations for the singles and doubles Lagrangian
multipliers are solved iteratively and each iteration scales like
v4o2, whereas the amplitudes of the S1 and S2 operators are
computed directly in a single step that scales as v3o3. More-
over, S3 can efficiently be approximated by T3, whereas the
most expensive, triples Lagrange multipliers in the LRCC3
approach have to be computed separately. The computational
complexity of assembling the density matrices from the aux-
iliary amplitudes, ground-state amplitudes, and molecular in-
tegrals is the same in both approaches and scales as v4o3.

B. Transition probabilities

We have performed computations of the electric dipole
transition probabilities between the 1S and 1P states for the
Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba atoms, and of the quadrupole transition
probabilities between the 1S and 1D states for the Ca and Ba
atoms.

The line strength of the dipole transition is defined as

Sd =
�

K,K �

|�K|d|K ��|2, (36)

where K and K� run over all degenerate states, and d is the
dipole moment operator. The dipole transition probability
A1P1S is related to the line strength by the relation31

A1P1S = 1

3

16π3

3h�0λ
3
S

1P1S
d , (37)

where SI units are used for A1P1S, Sd, and λ: s−1, m2C2, and
m, respectively.

The strength of a quadrupole transition is defined as32

Sq =
�

K,K �
|�K|Q|K ��|2, (38)

where Q is the traceless quadrupole moment operator
in Shortley’s convention,32 and the transition probability
reads

A1D1S = 1

5

32π6

5hλ5
S

1D1S
q , (39)

where SI units are used for A1D1S, Sq, and λ: s−1, m4C2, and
m, respectively. Aki will be used as a shorthand notation for
both dipole and quadrupole transition probabilities.

1. Dipole transition probabilities

Table II shows the atomic transition probabilities Aki for
the 1S -1P transitions in Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba atoms. The re-
sults are compared with the available spectroscopic data. In
each case, we performed calculations with the XCC3S(2),
XCC3S(3), and LRCC3 methods. To illustrate the conver-
gence of the computed dipole transition probabilities with the
basis set size, we use a progression of basis sets.

We also performed computations with the multireference
configuration interaction (MRCI) method restricted to single
and double excitations in order to compare our method with
approaches based on different models of the wave function.
Numerical results for the dipole transition probabilities are
presented in the last two columns of Table II. The MRCI re-
sults were obtained with the Molpro program.33 In all cases,
except for the Ba atom, the agreement with the experiment of
the MRCI data is by an order of magnitude worse than of the
results obtained with the XCC and LRCC methods.

Except for the Ba case, the results converge quickly to
the experimental benchmarks with the increase of the basis
set size. In all other cases, for the largest bases employed, the
results are well within the experimental error bars. For the Ba
atom no improvement of the XCC, LRCC, or the MRCI val-
ues is observed with the enlargement of the basis. This can
probably be attributed to the use of the pseudopotential that
treats the core-electron correlation in an approximate way. In
the case of Mg, Ca, and Sr atoms the use of XCC3S(3) shows
a significant improvement over XCC3S(2). This corroborates
the choice of XCC3S(3) as the recommended approach. The
comparison of XCC3S(3) with LRCC3 shows that the transi-
tion probabilities are of the same quality.

Although the transition probabilities obtained with the
XCC3 and LRCC3 methods are of equivalent quality, the
computational steps required to obtain these properties dif-
fer, with XCC3 being the simplest approach. From the com-
putational point of view, the major additional cost of LRCC3
is the calculation of the matrix FX

μν = ��[[X,μ]ν]|�� and
obtaining the F-transformed vectors.19, 21, 34 Moreover, the
LRCC3 approach involves (as in the case of ground-state
properties) an iterative computation of the Lagrange multi-
pliers, while the XCC3 method requires only a single step
calculation of the S amplitudes. The remaining steps, i.e., the
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TABLE II. Dipole transition probabilities obtained with the XCC3, LRCC, and MRCI methods. All Aki
values given in 108s−1. � = A

exp
ki − A

comp
ki . T = def2-TZVP,30 Q = def2-QZVP,30 5 = cc-pV5Z,35, 36

E46 = ECP46MDF.37

Mg 3s2 − 3s3p: A
exp
ki = 4.95(15)29, 38

A
S(2)
ki �S(2) A

S(3)
ki �S(3) ALR

ki �LR AMR
ki �MR

T 5.808 −0.858 5.876 −0.926 5.882 −0.932 6.04 1.09
Q 4.777 0.173 4.833 0.117 4.843 0.107 4.80 −0.15
5 4.796 0.154 4.853 0.097 4.864 0.086 4.83 −0.12

Ca 4s2 − 4s4p : A
exp
ki = 2.20(4)38, 39

A
S(2)
ki �S(2) A

S(3)
ki �S(3) ALR

ki �LR AMR
ki �MR

T 2.352 −0.152 2.385 −0.185 2.386 −0.186 2.71 0.51
Q 2.183 0.017 2.211 −0.011 2.212 −0.012 2.64 0.44
5 2.159 0.041 2.184 0.016 2.184 0.016 2.62 0.42

Sr 5s2 − 5s5p : A
exp
ki = 2.01(3)38, 40

A
S(2)
ki �S(2) A

S(3)
ki �S(3) ALR

ki �LR AMR
ki �MR

T 2.067 −0.057 2.089 −0.079 2.089 −0.079 2.17 0.16
Q 1.971 0.039 1.994 0.016 1.993 0.017 2.39 0.38

Ba 6s2 − 6s6p : A
exp
ki = 1.19(4)38, 41

A
S(2)
ki �S(2) A

S(3)
ki �S(3) ALR

ki �LR AMR
ki �MR

T 1.285 −0.095 1.295 −0.105 1.290 −0.100 1.65 0.46
Q 1.312 −0.122 1.324 −0.134 1.323 −0.133 1.81 0.62
E46 1.305 −0.115 1.319 −0.129 1.312 −0.122 1.87 0.68

diagonalization of the Jacobian matrix and solution of the re-
sponse equation Eq. (21), are the same for both methods.

2. Quadrupole transition probabilities

Electric quadrupole transitions are difficult to observe
due to the very long lifetimes of the atomic D states. For
closed-shell atoms only the calcium and barium atomic 1D
states are directly connected with the ground 1S states through
the E2 transition. For the calcium atom two measurements of
the quadrupole transition probabilities were reported42, 43 with
error bars that exclude one the other. Thus, accurate theoreti-
cal determination can discriminate between the two measure-
ments. For barium the (old) experimental result44 with rel-
atively large error bars does not agree with any theoretical
determination.45–47 Thus, the present results will shed some
light on the accuracy of the measurements and calculations.

For Ca, we computed the 4s2 − 3s14s1 quadrupole tran-
sition probability with the XCC3S(3) method in the def2-
QZVPP basis set.30 The experimentally measured energy is
21849.63 cm−1.48 As the energy in Eqs. (37) and (39) is
present in third and fifth power, respectively, small error in
the computed energy introduces a large error in the transi-
tion probability. Therefore, we present the transition probabil-
ities computed with both theoretical and experimental energy
input.

Table III shows the result for the calcium E2 transition
that have been published to date. In the second and third
columns, T stands for theoretically and E for experimentally
obtained value for the line strength and energy, respectively.
The present theoretical results are well within the error bars of
the 2003 measurement43 and outside the error bars of the older

1982 measurement.42 Note that the XCC3 and LRCC3 results
are very close to each other despite quite different theoretical
approaches that are on the basis of these methods. Thus, we
can conclude that the present study supports the experimental
result from 2003.43

We also computed the quadrupole transition probabilities
for the calcium atom with the MRCI method as this approach
is based on a different model of the wave function. The re-
sults obtained with both the theoretical and experimental ex-
citation energies are outside the error bars of the experiment
from 2003. However, the value of the quadrupole transition
probability calculated with the experimental excitation energy
differs only by 1% from the experimental result of Beverini

TABLE III. Quadrupole transition probabilities for Ca. The XCC3 and
LRCC3 computations were performed in the cc-pV5Z basis set.35, 36

A s−1 S E Year Ref.

87 T T 1980 49
40 ± 8 E E 1982 42
81 T T 1981 50
39.6 T T 1985 51
60.2 T T 1983 52
70.5 T T 1991 53
54.4 ± 4 E E 2003 43
49.42 T T 2008 54
66.44 T T 2014 MRCI
58.56 T E 2014 MRCI
56.08 T T 2014 LRCC3
51.11 T E 2014 LRCC3
56.05 T T 2014 XCC3S(3)
51.08 T E 2014 XCC3S(3)
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TABLE IV. Quadrupole transition probabilities for barium.

A s−1 S E Year Ref.

3.2 T T 1974 45
2.98 T T 1984 46
3.381 T T 1990 47
3.880 T E 1990 47
8 ± 3 E E 1981 44
2.47 T T 2014 MRCI
1.42 T E 2014 MRCI
3.49 T T 2014 LRCC3
2.85 T E 2014 LRCC3
3.52 T T 2014 XCC3S(3)
2.87 T E 2014 XCC3S(3)

et al.43 which confirms once more that the experimental result
from 2003 is more probable.

There are only a few theoretical values45–47 for the 6s2

− 6s5d transition in Ba, and only one experimental result.44

The experimental transition energy is equal to 11395.35
cm−1.48 We have employed the ECP46MDF pseudopotential
and the corresponding spdfg basis.37, 55 Table IV compiles the
published results for the 6s2 − 6s5d Ba quadrupole transition.
None of the earlier theoretical results as well as the present
XCC3 and LRCC3 results, are within the experimental error.
One should notice though that the experimental value error
bars show a huge uncertainty. The MRCI transition proba-
bilities, both with the theoretical and experimental excitation
energies, are also far from the experimental value. Note also
that for the Ba atom the MRCI results are significantly differ-
ent from both the LRCC3 and XCC3 results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an extension of the coupled clus-
ter method designed for the computation of the ground state
properties and transition probabilities. In order to test the per-
formance of our method, we have computed dipole moments
for several diatomic molecules. The results were compared
to the experimental data. A comprehensive analysis showed
that the best compromise between accuracy and computa-
tional cost is achieved for the XCC3S(3) variant, i.e., for the
third-order approximation to the auxiliary operator.

We have reported the expressions for the transition
density matrices computed from the Hermitian formulation
of the polarization propagator in the XCC3 approximation.
In contrast to the LRCC3 method, the correct time-reversal
symmetry of the line strength is guaranteed by the algebraic
construction of the polarization propagator in the XCC theory
and its approximate variants.

The results of the transition probabilities computed with
both the XCC3 and LRCC3 methods are of the same quality,
though XCC is computationally less demanding. The results
of the transition probabilities computed with both the XCC3
and LRCC3 methods are of the same quality, though XCC is
computationally less demanding. The same conclusion holds
for the XCC3 and LRCC3 dipole moments.

The computed dipole and quadrupole transition probabil-
ities were compared with the experimental data, and in most
cases the results were in a perfect agreement with the experi-
ment. Our results for the quadrupole transition probabilities in
the calcium atom with both the XCC3 and LRCC3 methods
strongly favor the new measurement of 2003.43 Our results
for the Ba atom are consistent with all the other theoretical
data, suggesting that the experimental determination should
be reconsidered.

The code for transition moments from the ground state
will be incorporated in the KOŁOS: A general purpose ab ini-
tio program for the electronic structure calculation with Slater
orbitals, Slater geminals, and Kołos-Wolniewicz functions.
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APPENDIX: BIORTHONORMAL, NONREDUNDANT
BASIS FOR THE TRIPLY EXCITED MANIFOLD

The general bra and ket vectors in the triply exited mani-
fold are denoted as

�a1a2a3
i1i2i3

�� and
��a1a2a3
i1i2i3

�
, where the sequence of

virtual-occupied electron pair indices is decreasing from left
to right. In the case where all indices are different (a1 > a2 >

a3 and i1 > i2 > i3), the biorthonormal set is defined as

v1 =
���a1a2a3
i1i3i2

�
, v2 =

���a1a2a3
i2i1i3

�
, v3 =

���a1a2a3
i2i3i1

�
,

v4 =
���a1a2a3
i3i1i2

�
, v5 =

���a1a2a3
i3i2i1

�
,

�v1 =

�
a1a2a3
i1i3i2

���
4

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i1i3

���
12

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i3i1

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i1i2

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i2i1

���
12

,

�v2 =

�
a1a2a3
i1i3i2

���
12

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i1i3

���
4

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i3i1

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i1i2

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i2i1

���
12

, (A1)

�v3 =

�
a1a2a3
i1i3i2

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i1i3

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i3i1

���
3

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i1i2

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i2i1

���
6

,

�v4 =

�
a1a2a3
i1i3i2

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i1i3

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i3i1

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i1i2

���
3

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i2i1

���
6

,

�v5 =

�
a1a2a3
i1i3i2

���
12

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i1i3

���
12

+

�
a1a2a3
i2i3i1

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i1i2

���
6

+

�
a1a2a3
i3i2i1

���
4

.

The vectors in Eq. (A1) satisfy
�
�vk|vl

�
= δkl . Note that

in this case there are only five linearly independent bra/ket
vectors. If some of the indices are equal, there are three cases
to consider:

1. A single equality among the occupied indices (either i1
= i3 or i2 = i3),

� �a1a2a3
i1i2i3

��� = 1

3

�
a1a2a3
i1i2i3

��� + 1

6

�
a1a2a3
i2i1i3

��� . (A2)
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2. A single equality among the virtual indices (and an ad-
ditional constraint on the occupied indices: ¬(i1 > i2
> i3)),

� �a1a2a3
i1i2i3

��� = 1

3

�
a1a2a3
i1i2i3

��� + 1

6

�
a1a2a3
i3i2i1

��� . (A3)

3. A single equality among the occupied indices and
among the virtual ones (the equalities are indicated by
repeating labels; additionally, the strict inequalities a1
> a2 and i1 > i2 hold),

� �a1a1a2
i1i2i1

��� = 1

2

�
a1a1a2
i1i2i1

��� ,
� �a1a1a2
i1i2i2

��� = 1

2

�
a1a1a2
i1i2i2

��� ,
� �a1a2a2
i2i1i2

��� = 1

2

�
a1a2a2
i2i1i2

��� ,
� �a1a2a2
i1i1i2

��� = 1

2

�
a1a2a2
i1i1i2

��� .
(A4)

All vectors that do not fit into the above defined templates are
deemed linearly dependent and discarded from the basis. Note
that this is one of the possible choices of the biorthonormal
nonredundant basis.
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Transition moments between excited electronic states from the Hermitian
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We introduce a new method for the computation of the transition moments between the excited
electronic states based on the expectation value formalism of the coupled cluster theory [B. Jeziorski
and R. Moszynski, Int. J. Quantum Chem. 48, 161 (1993)]. The working expressions of the new
method solely employ the coupled cluster operator T and an auxiliary operator S that is expressed as a
finite commutator expansion in terms of T and T†. In the approximation adopted in the present paper,
the cluster expansion is limited to single, double, and linear triple excitations. The computed dipole
transition probabilities for the singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transitions in alkali earth atoms agree
well with the available theoretical and experimental data. In contrast to the existing coupled cluster
response theory, the matrix elements obtained by using our approach satisfy the Hermitian symmetry
even if the excitations in the cluster operator are truncated, but the operator S is exact. The Hermitian
symmetry is slightly broken if the commutator series for the operator S are truncated. As a part of the
numerical evidence for the new method, we report calculations of the transition moments between
the excited triplet states which have not yet been reported in the literature within the coupled cluster
theory. Slater-type basis sets constructed according to the correlation-consistency principle are used
in our calculations. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973978]

I. INTRODUCTION

Response of a system to external perturbations is
described by linear, quadratic, and higher-order response func-
tions.1–3 Many physical observables such as transition prob-
abilities, dynamic polarizabilities, hyperpolarizabilities, and
lifetimes are defined through the response functions or can
be derived from the response functions. Until recently, prop-
erties of the excited electronic states were not easily avail-
able in high-resolution experiments, but with the advances of
new spectroscopic techniques in the hot pipe4–8 and ultracold
experiments,9–13 more and more accurate experimental data
become available and possibly need theoretical interpretation.
Theoretical information about the transition moments between
the excited states is also necessary to propose new routes to
obtain molecules in the ground rovibrational state (see, e.g.,
Ref. 14). Last but not least, the excited state properties define
the asymptotics of the excited state interaction potentials15 and
play an unexpectedly important role in the dynamics of nuclear
motions in the presence of external fields.16

The properties of the excited states, e.g., polarizabil-
ities, transition strengths, and lifetimes, can be obtained
from the limited multiconfiguration interaction theory, but
this approach inherently suffers from the size inconsistency
problem. Applying the size consistent coupled cluster (CC)
formalism to the response function opens up a possibility
of an accurate description of molecular properties with an
affordable computational cost for medium size molecules.

a)Electronic mail: tuchol@tiger.chem.uw.edu.pl
b)Also at Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California,

Santa Barbara, CA 93106-4030, USA.

In the 1990s, Jørgensen and collaborators formulated the
CC response theory,17,18 based on the coupled cluster gen-
eralization of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem where the
average value is replaced by a transition expectation value with
respect to the coupled cluster state. However, in this theory,
the necessary Hermiticity condition required from the transi-
tion moments is not satisfied, and in some cases this leads to
unphysical numerical results.

In the present study, we focus on the molecular proper-
ties that can be obtained from the quadratic response func-
tion, ��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

. The latter describes the response of an
observable X to perturbations Y and Z oscillating with the
frequencies ωY and ωZ , respectively. In the exact case, the
transition moment T X

LM between the excited states L and M can
be computed from the double residue of the quadratic response
function

lim
ωY→−ωL

(ωL + ωY ) lim
ωZ→ωM

(ωM − ωZ )��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

= T Y
0L(T X

LM − δLM �Ψ0 |X |Ψ0�)T Z
M0, (1)

where T Y
0L and T Z

M0 are transition moments between the ground
and excited sates, and ωK is the excitation energy of the state
K. Note that the Kronecker delta term δLM appearing in the
above expression is responsible for the cancellation of the dis-
connected terms in the quadratic response function as in the
standard third-order perturbation theory. When L � M, and
this is always the case, this term simply vanishes. For different
L and M states, the transition strength SLM is defined as

SLM = |TLM |2. (2)

The transition moments are necessary to compute the transition
probabilities19
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ALM =
1
3

16π3

3h�0λ3
SLM , (3)

where �0 is the vacuum permittivity, λ is the wavelength, h is
the Planck constant, and SLM is the transition strength. The
lifetime19 of a state L is defined as

τL =
1�

K ALK
. (4)

There exist two coupled cluster approaches for the com-
putation of the transition moments between the ground and
excited states, the linear response coupled cluster theory
(LRCC) of Koch et al.17,18,20,21 and the coupled cluster expec-
tation value formulation of the linear response function (XCC)
of Tucholska et al.22 As already stated above, for the transi-
tion moments between the excited states, the only available
approach is based on the quadratic response coupled cluster
(QRCC) theory of Koch et al.17,18,20,21 In the present work,
we generalize the approach of Refs. 22 and 23 to the calcu-
lation of transition properties between the excited states. The
transition moments, T X

LM , where L and M denote the singlet or
triplet excited states, are extracted from the response function
to compute lifetimes and transition probabilities.

In the exact theory, the transition moments are Hermitian

T X
LM = (T X

ML)
�

, (5)

but this relation is violated by the existing QRCC method, in
some cases to a large degree, when the cluster operator is trun-
cated at some excitation level. In extreme cases, this leads to
non-physical, negative transition strengths which will be dis-
cussed in detail in the remaining part of this work. Recently,
a new approach to the problem has been proposed, where
molecular properties are computed as derivatives of the eigen-
values of a Hermitian eigenproblem.24 This approach should
apparently remove the inaccuracies and inconsistencies of the
QRCC theory. However, numerical results for this method are
not yet available and we cannot assess its accuracy. Therefore,
we will restrict our comparisons to the original QRCC theory.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sections II A and
II B, we derive the formula for the XCC transition moments
between the excited states. In Section II C, we present the trun-
cations and approximations used in this work. In Section III,
we report numerical results for the transition moments and
lifetimes of the Mg and Sr atoms, and for the Mg2 molecule.
First, we present the comparison of our results with the
QRCC method (Subsection III B), next, we compare our
results with the available theoretical and experimental data
(Subsection III C), and finally, we investigate the Hermiticity
violation in the XCC and QRCC methods (Subsection III D).
In Section IV, we conclude our paper.

II. THEORY
A. Basic definitions

In the CC theory, the ground state wave function Ψ0 is
represented by the exponential ansatz Ψ0 = eTΦ, where the
cluster operator T is given by the sum of n-tuple excitation
operators Tn,

T =
N�

n=1

Tn, (6)

Tn =
1
n!

N�

µn

tµn µn, (7)

where µn = EaiEbj . . . Efm is the product of spin-free excita-
tion operators.Φ is the Slater determinant built from the occu-
pied orbitals, and N is the number of electrons. Throughout
the work, the indices a, b, c . . . and i, j, k . . . denote the virtual
and occupied orbitals, respectively, and p, q, r . . . are used in
summationsoverall orbitals. Inpractical applications, theoper-
ator T is truncated to make the CC calculation computationally
feasible.

The expectation value of an observable X in the XCC the-
ory is given by the explicitly connected, size-consistent expres-
sion introduced by Jeziorski and Moszynski25

�eTΦ|X |eTΦ��
eTΦ|eTΦ

� = �Φ|eS†e−T XeT e−S†Φ�. (8)

See also the seminal work of Čı́žek26,27 and other formula-
tions of the CC expectation value problem.28–35 The auxiliary
operator S is defined as

|eSΦ� = |e
T eT†Φ��

eTΦ|eTΦ
� , S = S1 + S2 + · · · + SN , (9)

and Sn is expressed as25

Sn = Tn − 1
n
P̂n

��
�

k=1

1
k!

[�T†, T ]k
��

− 1
n
P̂n

��
�

k=1

�

m=0

1
k!

1
m!

[[�S, T†]k , T ]m
�� , (10)

where

�T = N�

n=1

nTn, �S = N�

n=1

nSn, (11)

and [A, B]k is a k-tuply nested commutator. The superoperator
P̂n(X) yields the n-tuple excitation part of X,

P̂n(X) =
1
n!

�

µn

��µn |X� µn, (12)

where for simplicity we introduce the following notation
�A|B� = �AΦ|BΦ�. The symbol�µn is used to indicate the use
of the biorthonormal basis ��µn |νm�= δµnνm . For the single and
double excitation manifolds, we use the basis proposed by
Helgaker, Jørgensen, and Olsen,36 and for the triply excited
manifold, we employ the basis proposed by Tucholska et al.22

The formula for S is a finite expansion, though it con-
tains terms of high order in the fluctuation potential.25 To find
the exact S operator, one requires an iterative procedure. How-
ever, S can efficiently be approximated while retaining the size-
consistency. In our previous work,22 we presented a hierar-
chy of approximations and assessed their accuracy. Let Sn(m)
denote the n-electron part of S, where all available contributions
up to the order m in the fluctuation potential are accounted for.
In the computations based on the CC3 model (single, double,
and linear triple excitations), we employ

S1(3) = T1 + P̂1

�
[T†1 , T2]

�
+ P̂1

�
[T†2 , T3]

�
,

S2(3) = T2 +
1
2
P̂2

�
[[T†2 , T2], T2]

�
,

S3(2) = T3,

(13)
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where the CC3 equations for T1, T2, and T3 are given by Koch
et al.37 It should be noted that we take S3 = T3 from the CC3
theory and no additional terms from Eq. (10); hence we only
include terms of the second-order in S3. In the instances where
the underlying model of the wave function is CCSD (coupled
cluster limited to single and double excitations), we employ
S = S1(3) + S2(3) neglecting the terms including T3.

The exact quadratic response function can be written as the
sum over states

��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

= PXYZ

�

K=1
N=1

�Ψ0 |Y |K� �K | X − �Ψ0 |X |Ψ0� |N� �N |Z |Ψ0�
(ωK + ωY )(ωN − ωZ )

,

(14)

where K and N run over all possible excitations, and |Ψ0� is
the ground state. The action of the permutation operator PXYZ

yields six distinct contributions to ��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ
with the

indices X, Y, and Z being interchanged.

B. XCC transition moments

The exact transition moment between the excited states L
and M (L � M) can be identified from the double residue of
the quadratic response function21

lim
ωY→−ωL

(ωL + ωY ) lim
ωz→ωM

(ωM − ωZ )��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

= �Ψ0 |Y |L� �L |X − �Ψ0 |X |Ψ0� |M� �M |Z |Ψ0�
= T Y

0LT X
LMT Z

M0. (15)

To obtain T X
LM in the XCC theory, we express ��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

by using the XCC formalism and take the limit of Eq. (15).
Let us introduce the coupled cluster parametrization of

the quadratic response function. The first order wave function
Ψ(1)(ω) is expressible through the resolvent Rω ,

Ψ(1)(ωV )= RωV |Ψ0�, V = Y or Z , (16)

Rω =
�

N=1

|N��N |
ωN + ω

. (17)

Using these definitions, the expression for the quadratic
response function, Eq. (14), can be reformulated as follows:

��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ
= PXYZ�Ψ(1)(ωY )|X0 |Ψ(1)(−ωZ )�, (18)

where X0 =X − �X� and �X�= �Ψ0 |X |Ψ0�. The normalized
ground state wave function in the coupled cluster parametriza-
tion is given by

|Ψ0� = |eTΦ�
�eTΦ|eTΦ� 1

2

. (19)

The first order wave function Ψ(1)(ω) in the coupled clus-
ter parametrization is given by the operator Ω(ω) = Ω1(ω)

+Ω2(ω) + · · · , of the same structure as the operator T, acting
on Ψ0,23

|Ψ(1)(ω)� = (Ω0 +Ω(ω))
|eTΦ�

�eTΦ|eTΦ� 1
2

, Ω0 = −�Ψ0��Ω(ω)Ψ0
�
,

(20)
whereΩ0 is a number to ensure the orthogonality ofΨ(1) toΨ0.
The excitation operatorΩ(ω) can be found from the following
equation:23,38

�
µ|[e−T HeT ,Ω(ω)] + ωΩ(ω) + e−T XeT

�
= 0. (21)

We express the excitation operator ΩY (ω) in the basis
of the right eigenvectors rN of the CC Jacobian matrix
Aµnνm = ��µn |[e−T HeT , νm]�, using the transformation from the
molecular orbital basis µn to the Jacobian basis rN ,

µn =
�

N

L�
µnN rN , (22)

ΩY (ω) =
�

N

�

n=1

��

µn

L�
µnN OY

µn
(ω)rN =

�

N

OY
N (ω)rN , (23)

where
��

µn
stands for restricted summation over non-redundant

double excitations ai ≥ bj and triple excitations ai ≥ bj ≥ ck.
We obtain the amplitudes OY

N (ω) in terms of the right eigen-
vector rN , by projecting Eq. (21) onto the left eigenvector lN

of the Jacobian

OY
N (ωY ) = −

�
lN ��e−T YeT �

ωN + ωY
. (24)

By inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18), we arrive at

��X; Y , Z��XCC
ωY ,ωZ

= PXYZ

�
�(ΩY

0 +Ω
Y (ωY ))Ψ0 |X0 |(ΩZ

0 +Ω
Z (−ωZ ))Ψ0�

=
�ΩY (ωY )eT |eT �
�eT |eT �

�eT |ΩZ (−ωZ )eT �
�eT |eT �

�eT |X0 |eT �
�eT |eT �

− �Ω
Y (ωY )eT |eT �
�eT |eT �

�eT |X0 |ΩZ (−ωZ )eT �
�eT |eT �

− �e
T |ΩZ (−ωZ )eT �
�eT |eT �

�ΩY (ωY )eT |X0 |eT �
�eT |eT �

+
�ΩY (ωY )eT |X0 |ΩZ (−ωZ )eT �

�eT |eT �
�
, (25)

where ΩV (ωV ) is the solution of Eq. (21) with X = V and
ω = ωV . Further algebraic manipulations are carried out by
using the following identities:

[eT ,Ω] = 0, (26)

e−S†Φ = Φ, (27)

XΦ = �X�Φ + P̂(X)Φ, (28)

�eT |X |eT �
�eT |eT � = �e

S†e−T XeT e−S†�, (29)

so that the final expression for ��X; Y , Z��XCC
ωY ,ωZ

reads

��X; Y , Z��XCC
ωY ,ωZ

= PXYZ

��
(P̂(e−SeT†ΩY (ωY )e−T†eS)��eS†e−T (X0)eT e−S†P̂(e−S†ΩZ (−ωZ )eS† )

��
. (30)

Therefore, by using the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the CC Jacobian, one can express ��X; Y , Z��XCC
ωY ,ωZ

as follows:
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��X; Y , Z��XCC
ωY ,ωZ

= PXYZ

�

K=1
N=1

�
OY

K (ωY )
��

OZ
N (−ωZ )

�
κ(rK )��eS†e−T X0eT e−S† ��η(rN )

�

=
�

K=1
N=1

�
e−T YeT ��lK�
ωK + ωY

�
lN ��e−T ZeT �

ωZ − ωN

�
κ(rK )��eS†e−T X0eT e−S† ��η(rN )

�
, (31)

where

κ(rN ) = P̂
�
e−SeT†rN e−T†eS

�
, η(rN ) = P̂

�
eS†rN e−S†

�
. (32)

Finally, the double residue from the quadratic response func-
tion is given by

T Y
0LT X

LMT Z
M0

= lim
ωY→−ωL

(ωL + ωY ) lim
ωZ→ωM

(ωM − ωZ )��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

=
�
e−T YeT ��lL��κ(rL)��eS†e−T X0eT e−S† ��η(rM )

��
lM ��e−T ZeT �.

(33)

We derived our formula for the residue of the quadratic
response function, so we have to consider the whole right hand

side of Eq. (33). Thus, we cannot identify the middle factor
on the right hand side of Eq. (33) as T X

LM . To extract T X
LM from

Eq. (33), we divide both sides by ���T Y
0LT Z

M0
��� =
�
|TY

0L |2 |TZ
M0 |2,

where

|TY
0L |2 =

�
e−T YeT ��lL��κ(rL)��η(rL)

��
lL ��e−T YeT �. (34)

Eq. (34) is derived by taking the double residue of
�Ψ(1)(ωY )|X |Ψ(1)(−ωZ )� with L = M and Y = Z. For the exact
wave function |TY

0L |2 = �0|Y |L� �L |Y |0�. This quantity is then
used to extract T X

LM from the double residue of the quadratic
response function

T X
LM = ±

�0|Y |L� �L |X0 |M� �M |Z |0�√�0|Y |L� �L |L� �L |Y |0� �0|Z |M� �M |M� �M |Z |0� = ±
lim

ωY→−ωL
(ωL + ωY ) lim

ωz→ωM
(ωM − ωZ )��X; Y , Z��ωY ,ωZ

�
|TY

0L |2 |TZ
M0 |2

. (35)

The ± sign results from taking the square root of |T Y
0L |2. This

fact is of no concern as both T X
LM and T X

ML have identical
denominators, and we compute the transition strengths which
are products T X

LMT X
ML.

The final expression for TX
LM in the XCC theory is given

by

T X
LM = ±

ξY
L

�
κ(rL)��eS†e−T X0eT e−S†η(rM )

�
ξZ

M�
ξY

L �κ(rL)|η(rL)��ξY
L

��
ξZ

M �κ(rM )|η(rM )��ξZ
M

��

= ±
�
κ(rL)��eS†e−T X0eT e−S†η(rM )

�
��κ(rL)|η(rL)� �κ(rM )|η(rM )�

, (36)

where
ξZ

M =
�
lM ��e−T ZeT �. (37)

Note that our formula for T X
LM is expressible solely in terms of

commutators. Therefore, it is automatically size-consistent no
matter the level of truncation of the T and S operators.

Alternatively, one can use the identities (26)–(29) to
obtain

T̃ X
LM = ±

�
η(rL)��e−SeT†X0e−T†eSκ(rM )

�
��κ(rL)|η(rL)� �κ(rM )|η(rM )�

. (38)

It is easy to note that as long as

T X
LM = T̃ X

LM , (39)

the Hermiticity relation T X
LM =

�T X
ML
�� is satisfied. Eq. (39) is

true for any truncated T operator and the exact S operator. This
follows from the fact that in the derivation of the expression

for T X
LM , we used the definition from Eq. (9) which is valid

only for the exact S operator.25 Thus, the Hermiticity rela-
tion does not hold for an approximate S operator. However,
the deviations from the exact symmetry are very small (see
Section III D).

C. Approximations

In order to obtain computationally tractable expressions
for the transition moments, we employ several levels of

FIG. 1. Convergence of the XCC transition strengths with the MBPT order
(m) for transition dipole strengths for Mg and Sr atoms. The T amplitudes are
at the CC3/CCSD level of theory.
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TABLE I. Singlet and triplet energy levels (cm�1) of the magnesium atom computed using Gaussian (G) and
Slater (S) basis sets. Eexp is given as an absolute value, and the computed energies are given as deviations from
the experimental energy.

Level Eexp XCCSD(G)a XCC3(G)a XCCSD(S)b XCC3(S)b XCCSD(S)c XCC3(S)c

3p1P◦ 350 51 �246 �269 �13 �111 69 �87
4s1S 435 03 �421 �413 �103 �115 37 �92
3d1D 464 03 497 356 194 �132 241 121
4p1P◦ 493 46 �394 �363 413 443 11 �56
5s1S 525 56 �214 �186 . . . . . . 261 168
3p3P◦ 218 91 �525 . . . 241 . . . �292 . . .

4s3S 411 97 �447 . . . 118 . . . �110 . . .

4p3P◦ 478 48 �399 . . . 10 . . . �46 . . .

3d3D 479 57 1325 . . . . . . . . . �85 . . .

aGaussian basis set: d-aug-cc-pVQZ.41,42

bSlater basis set: mg-dawtcc4d basis of Lesiuk et al.40,43,44 with a similar number of basis functions as the Gaussian basis set.
cSlater basis set: mg-dawtcc5d basis of Lesiuk et al.40,43,44

TABLE II. Transition strengths S X
LM (a.u.) in the XCC and QRCC methods for the Mg atom.

Transition XCCSD(G)a XCC3(G)a QRCCSD(G)a QRCC3(G)a XCCSD(S)b XCC3(S)b

3s4s1S-3s3p1P◦ 16.2 16.0 18.3 18.3 16.0 15.8
3s4p1P◦-3s4s1S 70.4 69.9 73.7 69.6 71.6 70.8
3s5s1S-3s4p1P◦ 101.8 101.7 101.6 101.6 97.8 98.2
3s5s1S-3s3p1P◦ 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3
3s3d1D-3s3p1P◦ 12.7 12.2 10.3 10.0 23.7 20.3
3s4p1P◦-3s3d1D 41.8 42.4 43.0 . . .c 86.2 79.6

aGaussian basis set: d-aug-cc-pVQZ.41,42

bSlater basis set: mg-dawtcc5d basis of Lesiuk et al.40,43,44

cNon-physical value. For details, see Section III D.

approximations to Eq. (36). There are three issues that we
need to address in this equation: the level of truncation of the
operator T, operator S, and of the multiply nested commuta-
tors resulting from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion.
We already stated that we employ the operator T from the
CCSD/CC3 theory, and that we employ the approximate oper-
ator S defined by Eq. (13). To establish the best approximation
of the multiply nested commutators, we performed the follow-
ing procedure. We derived the orbital expressions separately
for SX

LM (m) = (T X
LMT X

ML)(m), m ∈ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), where m is the
leading-order in the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT).
We computed the transition strength SX

LM (m)
�
SX

LM (4) for the
selected singlet and triplet transitions in the Mg and Sr atoms.
In Fig. 1, we plotted the obtained transition strengths (normal-
ized to SX

LM (4) for more clear view) versus the MBPT order
m. We studied the behavior of the numerical values of the
transition strength with the increase of the MBPT order and
concluded that in every case the results converge to the numer-
ical limit with the inclusion of third-order terms. Therefore
in all our computations, we approximate the XCC transition
strength to the third order in MBPT. It should also be men-
tioned that due to the computational limits for larger basis sets
we discarded terms that scaled as N,7 with N being a measure
of the system size. We tested that those terms were of negli-
gible importance. We want to clearly state here that the only
approximation responsible for the possible Hermiticity viola-
tion in the XCC transition strength expression is the truncation
of the operator S.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Basis sets

Slater-type orbitals (STOs) used in this work were con-
structed according to the correlation-consistency principle,39

similarly as by Lesiuk et al.40 for the beryllium atom. The only
difference in the procedure is that the exponents ζ were chosen
according to the well-tempered formula, (ζil = αl + βli
+ γli2/n+ δli3/n2), where n is the number of basis set func-
tions for a given angular momentum, l. After some numerical
experimentation, the value of δl was set equal to zero for l > 2.
A detailed composition of the STO basis sets is available from
the authors upon request. The STO basis sets are usually signif-
icantly smaller when compared with the Gaussian-type basis
sets of a comparable quality. Therefore there is a strong reason

TABLE III. Transition strengths S X
LM (a.u.) for the Mg atom.

Transition XCC3(G)a XCC3(S)b Chang Fischer Zheng

3s4s1S-3s3p1P◦ 16.0 15.8 17.9 18.1 18.8
3s4p1P◦-3s4s1S 69.9 70.8 69.9 65.4 77.2
3s5s1S-3s4p1P◦ 101.8 98.2 91.7 92.3 87.4
3s5s1S-3s3p1P◦ 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.9
3s3d1D-3s3p1P◦ 12.2 20.3 21.5 21.4 61.5
3s4p1P◦-3s3d1D 42.4 79.6 76.6 81.9 83.7

aGaussian basis set: d-aug-cc-pVQZ.41,42

bSlater basis set: mg-dawtcc5d basis of Lesiuk et al.40,43,44
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TABLE IV. Lifetimes (in ns) of the singlet excited states of the magnesium
atom.

Reference 3s3p 1P◦ 3s4s 1S 3s3d 1D 3s4p 1P◦ 3s5s1S

Experiment

Gratton49 . . . 46.2 ± 2.6 74.8 ± 3 14.3 101.0 ± 3.5
Chantepie51 2.3 44.0 ± 5 72.0 ± 4 13.4 ± 0.5 102.0 ± 5
Jönsson52 . . . 47.0 ± 3 81.0 ± 6 . . . 100.0 ± 5
Schaefer50 . . . . . . 57.0 ± 4 . . . 163.0 ± 8

Theory

Fischer46 2.1 44.8 77.2 13.8 102.0
Chang47 2.1 45.8 79.5 14.3 100.0
Zheng48 . . . 42.3 27.4 . . . 65.3
QRCC3(G)a 2.1 47.0 200 . . .b 99.8
XCC3(G)a 2.1 53.8 163.9 14.6 91.9
XCC3(S)c 2.1 51.7 79.7 14.1 111.9

aGaussian basis set: d-aug-cc-pVQZ.41,42

bNot converged.
cSlater basis set: mg-dawtcc5d basis of Lesiuk et al.40,43,44

to use them in the computationally demanding coupled cluster
theory.

In Table I, we demonstrate how the underlying cou-
pled cluster approximation (CCSD/CC3) and the basis set
(Gaussian/Slater) affect the calculated excitation energies for
the magnesium atom. While including the connected triple
amplitudes is important, the use of the Slater-type orbitals
(STOs) yields a dramatic improvement in the accuracy of the
excited state energies.

B. Comparison with the QRCC theory

Let us compare our results with the QRCC results obtained
with the Dalton program package.45 Although both methods
originate from the coupled cluster theory, their working

TABLE V. Lifetimes (in ns) of the triplet excited states for the Mg atom.

Reference 3s4s 3S 3s5s 3S 3s4p 3P 3s3d 3D

Experiment

Aldenius53 11.5 ± 1.0 29.0 ± 0.3 . . . 5.9 ± 0.4
Kwiatkowski54 9.7 ± 0.6 . . . . . . 5.9 ± 0.4
Andersen55 10.1 ± 0.8 . . . . . . 6.6 ± 0.5
Schaefer50 14.8 ± 0.7 25.6 ± 2.1 . . . 11.3 ± 0.8
Ueda56 9.9 ± 1.25 . . . . . . 5.93
Havey57 9.7 ± 0.5 . . . . . . . . .

Gratton49 9.8 ± 0.3 25.6 ± 2.1 . . . . . .

Theory

Fischer46 9.86 26.8 74.5 6.18
Moccia58 9.7 26.5 81.0 5.8
Victor59 9.07 . . . . . . 6.25
Chang47 9.98 27.5 77.0 5.89
Mendoza60 9.79 . . . . . . . . .

Zheng48 . . . . . . 78.49 . . .

XCCSD(S)a 12.7 29.87 70.44 5.33

aSlater basis set: mg-dawtcc5d basis of Lesiuk et al.40,43,44

expressions are different, and in general, they are not expected
to give identical results. We computed the first few singlet-
singlet transition moments for the Mg atom with both methods.
The results are given in Table II. One can see a relatively good
agreement between the two methods.

It is clear from Table II that the CC3 approximation has
a little effect on the transition strength values. Yet we use
the CC3 approximation as it gives better excitation energies,
necessary for the lifetime computations. We also present the
results obtained with the Slater orbitals to emphasize the influ-
ence of this basis on the computed transition strengths. It is
worth noting that the use of the Slater orbitals leads in some
cases to substantially different results.

TABLE VI. Transition probabilities (106 s−1) of the Sr atom.

Reference 5s6s1S-5s5p1P◦ 5s5p1P◦-5s4d1D 5s6s3S-5s5p3P◦ 5s4d3D-5s5p3P◦

Experiment

Hunter62 . . . 0.0039 ± 0.0016 . . . . . .

Jönsson52 . . . . . . 66.0 ± 4 . . .

Brinkmann64 . . . . . . 91.0 ± 2.5 . . .

Havey57 . . . . . . 77.0 ± 4.5 . . .

Borisov65 . . . . . . . . . 0.24 ± 0.04
Miller66 . . . . . . . . . 0.29 ± 0.03

Theory

Werij61 18.6 0.0017 71.3 4.32
Vaeck67 . . . 0.0048 . . . . . .

Porsev63 . . . . . . 70.9 0.41
XCC3(G)a 15.1 0.0027 47 0.70
QRCC3(G)a 20.4 . . .b . . .c . . .c

aGaussian basis set: [8s8p5d4f1g] basis augmented by a set of [1s1p1d1f3g] diffuse functions and the ECP28MDF pseudopoten-
tial.9,41,42,68

bNot converged.
cNot implemented.
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C. Comparison with the available theoretical
and experimental data

In Table III, we present a comparison of our computed
transition strengths with other theoretical approaches, the rel-
ativistic multiconfigurational Hartree–Fock approximation,46

the CI approximation with the B-spline basis,47 and the semi-
empirical weakest bound electron potential model.48 The S X

LM
values of Chang and Tang were derived from AX

LM with the
experimental excitation energies.

The XCC3(S) results are in a much better agreement with
the results calculated with other theoretical methods than the
results obtained with the XCC3(G) and QRCC3(G) meth-
ods. The most dramatic improvement is observed for the
3d1D-3p1P◦ and 4p1P◦-3d1D transitions.

The combination of the XCC3 method and the STO basis
set results in lifetimes of the excited states of the Mg atom
in a very good agreement with the available experimental and
theoretical data (Tables IV and V). For the singlet states, we
find an excellent agreement with the most recent experimental
data49 but not with the older experiment of Schaefer.50 The
mean absolute percentage error of our results for the singlet
states is about 8% relative to the data of Gratton49 and the
largest error, slightly above 10%, is found for the 3s4s1 S state.
Our results are also consistent with the lifetimes computed by
Fischer46 and Chang,47 but they are in significant disagreement
with the semi-empirical values of Zheng.48 Note parentheti-
cally that no experimental uncertainty is attributed to some of
the values given in Tables IV and V, and thus it is difficult to
access their reliability in several cases.

All the computed lifetimes for the triplet states of Mg
agree well with the existing experimental and theoretical
results (Table V). Remarkably, the XCCSD(S) results are close
to the most recent experimental data of Aldenius53 for all
states where the data are available. The mean absolute per-
centage deviation from this data is about 8%, and the largest
error is found for the 3s4s 3S state. For the 3s5s 3S state,
other theoretical results support the older values of Schae-
fer50 and Gratton.49 Similarly, in the case of the 3s4s 3S state,
the lifetimes calculated at the XCCSD(S) level are slightly
larger than the other theoretical results, yet in an excellent
agreement with the Aldenius experiment.53 For the 3s4p 3P
state, there are no experimental results available, but all the

TABLE VII. T X
LM and

�T X
ML
��

computed with the QRCC and XCC methods
for the Mg atom.

T X
LM

�T X
ML
�� T X

LM
�T X

ML
��

Transition (QRCC)
�
QRCC

�
(XCC) (XCC)

aug-cc-pVQZ

3s4s1S-3s3p1P◦ 4.3 4.26 4.00 4.01
3s4p1P◦-3s4s1S 8.39 8.30 8.36 8.36

d-aug-cc-pVQZ

3s5s1S-3s4p1P◦ 10.12 10.04 10.08 10.09
3s5s1S-3s3p1P◦ 0.60 0.60 0.51 0.51
3s3d1D-3s3p1P◦ 0.67 −0.40 1.40 1.43
3s4p1P◦-3s3d1D −1.18 0.72 2.64 2.63

FIG. 2. Potential energy curves for Mg2 states.

theoretical lifetimes, including the XCCSD(S) one, are con-
sistent within 10% at worst. The triplet-triplet transition dipole
moments which are necessary to compute the lifetimes of the
triplet states are not available in the QRCC implementation.
Therefore, no comparison with the QRCC method is possible.

In Table VI, we present transition probabilities for the Sr
atom. For the singlet states, we note a good agreement with the
Werij61 results. For the 5s5p1P◦-5s4d1D transition, our result
is also within the experimental error of Hunter, Walker, and
Weiss.62 In the case of 5s6s3S-5s5p3P◦ transition, our result
deviates significantly from other theoretical and experimental
results. The 5s4d3D-5s5p3P◦ transition strengths vary between
different theories and experiments to a large degree. Our result
is in reasonable agreement with the latest theoretical result of
Porsev et al.63

D. Possible Hermiticity violation and its consequences

The exact transition moment T X
LM is Hermitian, i.e., it

satisfies the relation given by Eq. (5). This implies that the

FIG. 3. Transition strengths for Mg2 computed with the XCCSD(G) and
QRCCSD(G) methods for R = 7-9 a.u.
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FIG. 4. Transition strengths for Mg2 computed with the QRCC3(G) method.

transition strength S X
LM , Eq. (2), cannot be negative. This con-

dition is not satisfied in the QRCC theory as well as in the
approximate XCC theory. However, in the XCC theory, this
violation of the Hermiticity originates solely from the trunca-
tion of the S operator, while in the QRCC method it has a more
fundamental origin. Therefore, the lack of the Hermiticity is
expected to be a fairly minor issue in our method, by contrast
to the QRCC theory.

For the purpose of this study, we investigate some
problematic transitions in the Mg atom and Mg2 molecule
which have been encountered beforehand.6 We found that
the transition strengths for the 3d1D-3p1P◦, 3d1D-4p1P◦, and
3d1D-5p1P◦ transitions computed with the QRCC code exhib-
ited a non-physical behavior, i.e., some of the contributions
were negative. No such artifacts were found in any transition
strength contributions with the XCC theory. In Table VII, we

present the differences between T X
LM and

�T X
ML
��

computed
with the QRCC and XCC theories. In QRCC, these differences
are significant, especially in situations where one is positive
and the other is negative. Although in the XCC method, the

FIG. 5. Transition strengths for Mg2 computed with the XCCSD method.

Hermiticity is also violated, we do not observe such strong
deviations.

A different problem is found for the Mg2 molecule. In
Fig. 2, we present potential energy curves for (1)1Πu, (2)1Πu,
and (1)1Σ+g states of Mg2 computed with the EOM-CCSD
approximation. We also present a set of transition strengths for
various interatomic distances R computed with the XCCSD(G)
and QRCCSD(G) methods, Fig. 3. For R ranging from 7
to 9 bohr, both methods give similar results. However, the
QRCCSD(G) method exhibits problems at small distances
where we obtained negative transition strengths that by defini-
tion (2) should always be positive. In Fig. 4, we see a pole-like
structure which is clearly an artifact, as no such structure
should be observed for the transition strengths. By contrast,
no such difficulties were found in the XCCSD(G) theory, see
Fig. 5. This suggests that the adopted truncation scheme for
the S operator has a negligible impact on the behavior of the
XCC transition moments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel coupled cluster approach to
the computation of the transition moments between the excited
electronic states. In contrast to the existing CC approaches, our
method approximately obeys the Hermiticity relation

�T X
LM
�

= (T X
ML)

�
, and the deviations from this symmetry are negligi-

ble. There are three levels of approximations in our formulas
for T X

LM

1. the underlying model for the CC amplitudes (CCSD/CC3),
2. approximations of the auxiliary operator S employed in

the computation of the expectation values with the CC
ground state wave function,

3. choice of the commutators included in the expansion of
the XCC formula for T X

LM .

In trouble-free situations, i.e., when the existing QRCC
approach satisfies the Hermiticity relation to a good approxi-
mation, both methods yield transition moments of a similar
quality. However, in certain cases, the QRCC method vio-
lates the Hermiticity relation to an unacceptable degree and
gives unphysical values of the transition strengths. The XCC
method does not suffer from this problem. Clearly, this can be
viewed as an important improvement over the existing QRCC
approach.

We have presented numerical examples for several singlet-
singlet and triplet-triplet dipole transitions in the Mg and Sr
atoms, and the Mg2 molecule. Lifetimes derived from the
transition moments computed with our method are, in most
cases, very close to the available experimental data and to
other theoretical results. We have assessed the performance
of our method in the STO basis set and obtained results of
significantly better quality than with the available Gaussian
basis sets. In certain cases, the use of STO basis set was the
game-changer.

In two of the forthcoming papers, we will consider cal-
culations of the radial and angular nonadiabatic coupling
matrix elements and of the spin-orbit coupling matrix elements
between the excited states within the XCC theory. Both works
are in preparation.
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The code for transition moments between the excited
states will be incorporated in the KOŁOS: A general pur-
pose ab initio program for the electronic structure calculation
with Slater orbitals, Slater geminals, and Kołos-Wolniewicz
functions.
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